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Closing arguments made 
Judges begin 
deliberating 
By JACK BUEHRER 
The BG News  
Closing arguments were made 
yesterday in the trial for the al- 
leged murder of University 
student Julie Kane. 
Craig M Baker, who is accused 
of stabbing Kane to death on the 
night of Sept. 7,1996, sat motion- 
less while the prosecution and 
defense gave their arguments. 
After each side concluded their 
statements, the presiding three - 
judge panel of Wood County's 
Gale Williamson, Defiance Coun- 
ty's Joseph Schmenk and Lucas 
County's Judith Lanzinger de- 
liberated for nearly seven hours 
without reaching a verdict. 
"It would have 
helped him out to 
admit he'd had too 
much to drink, but he 
repeatedly said he 
wasn't drunk. It just 
doesn't make any 
sense." 
Alan Mayberry 
Wood County Prosecutor 
In the closing argument for the 
state. Wood County Prosecutor 
Alan Mayberry recalled the 
events leading up to the murder, 
and seemed intent on proving 
both the premeditation of the 
murder as well as Baker's sobri- 
ety at the time of the crime. 
BG Newi Pheto by Jeremy Until 
Wood County Prosecutor Alan Mayberry shows the court the paring knife used to stab Julie Kane and 
Tara Fahringer during the prosecution's closing argument Thursday. 
Mayberry told the court that 
the fact Baker did not leave when 
Kane and roommate Tara Fah- 
ringer asked him to proved 
premeditation. 
Mayberry then replayed the 
haunting 911 call placed by Kane 
after Baker refused to leave the 
house. The recording of the call 
evoked a wave of emotion in the 
courtroom as Baker cried with 
his hand over his eyes while the 
victims' families cried in the gal- 
lery. 
The prosecution also concen- 
trated heavily on Baker's level of 
intoxication the night of the 
murder. Mayberry pointed out 
that Baker was offered the ex- 
cuse of intoxication numerous 
times during the four hour inter- 
view conducted soon after the 
murder. 
"It would have helped him out 
to admit he'd had too much to 
drink," Mayberry said. "But he 
repeatedly said he wasn't drunk 
It just doesn't make any sense." 
Adrian Cimerman, Baker's at- 
torney, began his closing state- 
ment by conceding the fact that 
Baker was guilty of the count of 
felonious assult to Tara Fah- 
ringer, but told the panel he dis- 
agreed with the death penalty 
specification. 
Cimerman tried to prove Baker 
did not enter Kane and Fahring- 
er's home with the intent to 
commit   a criminal offense and 
• See BAKER, page three. 
Kemp to speak at 
BG district dinner 
Former candidate 
to appear at 
Lincoln Day event 
ByVINCEGUERRIERI 
The BG News  
Former vice presidential 
candidate Jack Kemp will be 
the featured speaker at this 
year's 5th District Lincoln 
Day Dinner on March 8 in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of 
the University Union. 
Kemp will come to Bowling 
Green at the request of 5th 
District Congressman Paul 
Gillmor. According to his 
press secretary, Mike Gill, 
Gillmor wanted to bring a big 
name to the dinner. 
"Each year, what we try to 
do is bring people to northwest 
Ohio who have a future In 
national politics," Gill said. 
Gill noted that past speakers 
at the dinner, the largest Lin- 
coln Day dinner in the state, 
included Gov. George Voino- 
vich, former Secretary of De- 
fense Dick Cheney and Bob 
Dole. 
Many other prominent Re- 
publicans expressed an inter- 
est in attending this year's 
dinner, including Texas Gov. 
George W. Bush and New Jer- 
sey Gov. Christine Todd 
Whitman, according to Mike 
Marsh, chairman of the Wood 
County Republican Party. 
"Our cup runneth over," 
Marsh said. "We've had inter- 
ests from a lot of people." 
Wood County Commissioner 
Tim Brown, who previously 
worked  as  a  district  repre- 
sentative for Gillmor and 
helped organize the event, 
noted some of the speakers 
have higher political ambi- 
tions, with Dole and Voinovich 
being examples. 
"This is a pretty popular 
event," Brown said. "We do 
pretty well getting speakers." 
Brown said Kemp's quick 
response to the invitation 
could be interpreted as an 
early movement toward the 
Republican presidential 
nomination in the year 2000. 
The event, which usually 
draws 600 to 700 people, is de- 
signed to bring together Re- 
publicans from the 5th Dis- 
trict, which is composed of 14 
counties. 
Gill said because of the ex- 
panse of the district, which 
stretches from the western 
suburbs of Cleveland to 
northwestern Ohio, people 
with different issues and 
viewpoints are brought 
together as a result of the din- 
ner. 
The timing of the event is 
also advantageous, according 
to Gill. He cited the approach- 
ing primary season as a reason 
why so many people would at- 
tend. 
"It's a good time for all the 
Republican candidates to be in 
one room," Gill said. 
Marsh said although the 
event coincides with primary 
season, he believes the dinner 
will not affect the elections. 
"It's not intended to in- 
fluence that, and I dont think 
it will," Marsh said. "It's a 
chance for local Republicans 
• See KEMP, page three. 
Coming together 
for a good cause 
Local businesses 
offer specials 
in support of 
Dance Marathon 
By MAUREEN BARRY 
The BG News  
The fundraising efforts of the 
1997 Children's Miracle Network 
Dance Marathon will benefit 26 
families. 
The CMN and children's hospi- 
tals in Toledo chose the Universi- 
ty for its capabilities in raising 
money for the families at the 
Medical College of Ohio, accord- 
ing to D.J. Burke, public re- 
lations chair for Dance Mar- 
athon. 
Fundraising will go until the 
last hour before the marathon 
begins. Raising money is a year- 
round process, she said. 
Local businesses have contrib- 
uted to the fundraising for Dance 
Marathon. 
Wednesdays from 4 p.m. to 8 
p.m., Burger King will donate 
money when customers mention 
Dance Marathon. 
Papa John's donates a portion 
of what they receive from cus- 
tomers who mention Dance Mar- 
athon when orders are placed on 
Thursday nights. 
Bowling tournaments and bake 
sales have also been held to raise 
money for the children. 
Paper chain links, which will 
be hung at the marathon, are be- 
ing sold for $1 each in the Uni- 
versity Union. The links are 
colored to denote support from 
certain organizations. 
In addition, students involved 
with fundraising have collected 
money door-tc-door and outside 
of local businesses. 
According to Amy Schuller, fi- 
nancial chair for Dance Mar- 
athon, these efforts will help 
surpass the $45,467.76 raised last 
year. 
Fundraising efforts for this 
year's marathon have suffered 
setbacks. 
Schuller said publicity about 
the event has helped them over- 
come the loss of intersection 
canning, which accounted for 75 
percent of last year's total. 
"A lot more people know about 
it this year," Schuller said. 
Intersection canning is no 
longer allowed after junior 
Deana Paponetti was hit by a car 
while collecting money for 
Dance Marathon in Toledo. 
A mini - marathon will take 
place Friday, March 7 from 6 
p.m. to 9 p.m. at MCO's cafeteria. 
Burke said Dancer Group Rep- 
resentatives, the families and 
members of the committees who 
have  worked   for  Dance  Mar- 
•See MARATHON, page three. 
Jewish Awareness 
Louis Lomasky, President of the Hillel of BGSU, passes out informa- 
tion on Jewish Awareness Month as well as free Hamuntashen, 
which are holiday cookies, on the Education Building steps on 
Thursday. A number of events are scheduled in March, which b 
Jewish Awareness Month. 
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TOM MATHER 
Free Vanna from fortune's wheel 
In the last 15 years or so, there 
has been one thought, one Idea, 
one question that has so pervaded 
the American way of life that It has 
become part of our collected 
unconsciousness. Namely. Isn't 
there something we can do to 
make Vanna White's job a little bit 
easier? Because, as far as I can 
tell, Vanna White is the hardest 
working game show hostess In the 
business, at least, the hardest 
working one who hasn't slept with 
Bob Barker. 
I myself realized Vanna's strife 
after watching Wheel of Fortune 
occasionally with my mother. My 
mother Is a huge Wheel of Fortune 
fan. She hates when I watch It 
with her because I always blurt 
out the answers. This Is the result 
of a dally conflict my mother and I 
have when I am home. My mother 
wants to watch Wheel of Fortune, 
and 1 want to watch Seinfeld 
reruns. Invariably my mother will 
bring up some seemingly Insignifi- 
cant point like the fact her and my 
father are paying for most of my 
college. Somehow this means I 
don't get to watch Seinfeld. In my 
bitterness. I blurt out the answers 
and say. "Can we watch Seinfeld 
now?" 
(Warning: Tangent Paragraph) 
One time I thought I had come up 
with an answer. I convinced my 
mother to tape Wheel of Fortune 
while I watched Seinfeld. During 
commercials. I flipped channels, 
because I'm a guy and that's what 
guys do. I happened to catch an 
answer being given on Wheel of 
Fortune: "Straits of Gibraltar." 
At 7:30, my mother came down 
to watch the tape. After the first 
contestant guessed R. I blurted 
out. "Straits of Gibraltar!" My 
mother asked. "How did you 
know that?" She never taped It 
again, and I returned to think- 
ing of the difficulties of Vanna's 
Job. 
Today I'm pleased to report 
that after years of research and 
problem-solving think tanks, a 
solution has been found. Vanna 
will no longer have to slave over 
the game board day In and day 
out turning those awkward 
heavy letters. You're probably 
wondering. "They're not going to 
have her Just stand there while 
the letters electronically appear 
on the board, are they?" Of 
course not. That would reduce 
Vanna Into a token beauty 
whose sole purpose on the show 
Is to clap and look pretty. What 
kind of demeaning Job would 
that be? 
Instead. Vanna still walks 
across the stage to the high- 
lighted letters and presses a 
button by each letter. There's no 
more straining for those pesky 
letters In the top row. No longer 
will Vanna have to complain 
about the letter"A'needlng oiled 
again. She won't have to worry 
about throwing her back out. or 
getting fired for having arthritic 
hands. In effect, there are no 
longer any reasons for the Game 
Show Hostess' Union to go on 
strike. 
I am fairly disappointed be- 
cause as a member of the National 
Unpaid Columnist Worker's Union. 
I was fully prepared to go on strike 
six days a week In protest. I had 
envisioned my support buoying the 
spirits of the Game Show Hostess' 
Union, at which point In time they 
would ask me to picket with them, 
and I would finally be able to ask 
Vanna all those questions I have 
for her, like; "Have you ever Just 
wanted to say. 'Screw you, turn 
your own bleepln' letters?' Have 
you ever whispered hints to the 
contestants who Just don't get It? 
During contract negotiations, have 
you ever threatened to leave and 
go work for Jeopardy?" 
However. I am strangely uplifted 
by the "can do" spirit of the 
technicians at Wheel of Fortune. I 
can't help but wonder If there are 
other hard-working people out 
there whose Jobs we can make 
easier. 
For example, horse Jockeys. If 
we merely had the Jockey get off 
the horse, and maybe slap It on 
the rear to start the race. I'm sure 
we could get better results. Just 
think, how much faster do you run 
without some 105 pound guy on 
your back with a whip trying to tell 
you what to do? This sort of 
amazing technology has been In 
place In dog racing for quite some 
time now and recently has even 
been found to work on pigs. 
The same logic applies for 
copilots. In order to focus more 
time on the main Job of making 
sure the pilot doesn't die. we 
could create some sort comput- 
erized system to assist In dying 
the plane, a semi-automatic 
pilot. If you will. 
There's even a plan for ball 
boys. I have received word of a 
mind-boggling system in place 
In backyards and Informal 
games all around the country 
where (here's the tricky part) 
the people who use the equip- 
ment are the same people who 
clean It upl The ball boys wiil 
then be free to practice carrying 
out those little fold-up chairs 
the players sit on during time 
outs and also free to make fun 
of the water boys. 
If we put our minds to it. we 
may even be able to help other 
unfortunate Americans with 
tough, sophisticated Jobs 
beneficial to society such as 
train engineers, editors, mu- 
seum guards, the guy from 
Singled Out. Grouchy Smurf. 
second gunmen and stadium 
announcers. I Just have one 
favor to ask. Can we wait until 
Seinfeld Is over? 
T_m M_th_r Is a columnist for 
The News Buy a vowel by 
sending comments and ques- 
tions to matner@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Logo designer 
responds 
As the designer of the two 
proposed University identities, I 
believe clarification Is In order 
regarding the Point/Counterpoint 
editorials of February 18. "Coun- 
terpoint" author Natalie Miller 
asks: "Why waste our money with 
outsiders when we have an entire 
art department full of creative 
minds?" Actually, I am a full time 
professor In graphic design at 
BGSU as well as a professional 
identity consultant with 17 years 
of experience. 
I consider the opportunity to 
develop a comprehensive new 
image for BGSU to be an honor 
and a tremendous responsibility. 
The presentation I made to the 
Graphics Standards Committee 
represented over 250 hours of 
design effort and Included applica- 
tion designs such as stationery, 
brochure covers, signs, T-shirts 
and even football uniforms. The 
extra effort was to prove the 
flexibility and power of the logos 
and reflected Zust & Company's 
deep commitment to the students 
and the University. 
"Point" author Aaron Wetsbrod's 
dismissal of the abstract logo as a 
"decapitated sparrow head" Is 
misguided. With a bit more effort, 
he may also see a complete falcon 
soaring over the type as well as the 
torch of knowledge symbolized by 
the white space defining the back 
of the falcon. This symbol Is meant 
to intrigue and challenge the 
educated viewer, which I hope 
Includes a student like Aaron. 
As for the phone-in poll. I 
would expect the editor to 
Include the number of respon- 
dents along with the percent- 
ages. A 78% negative response 
Is compelling, unless of course 
this represents 100-150 callers, 
which would be less than one 
percent of our campus popula- 
tion. Is there really such a wave 
of discontent? 
The Important thing for 
students, faculty and adminis- 
trators to learn from this 
process Is that more communi- 
cation Is needed among all 
concerned parties. The majority 
seems to be In agreement that 
we need to reflect the very real 
and positive changes being 
made at the University. The 
decisions which are yet to be 
made by President Rlbeau. Dr. 
Mlddleton and the Graphics 
Standards Committee as to the 
most equitable and responsible 
way to proceed with the pro- 
posed Identities will define the 
integrity and vision of our 




School of art 
Animal studies 
axe beneficial 
I had hoped that Jason 
Wolfe's Feb.  17 article. "The 
Cruelty of Animal Researchers," 
would be seen for what It is: An 
opinion supported with a few 
horrific examples. But, on Febru- 
ary 24.   Kathleen Carter wrote In 
about her decision to fight for 
animal rights based on the infor- 
mation Included In Jason's article. 
I feel that several Issues In Mr. 
Wolfe's column need to be looked 
at from a different, more objective 
perspective. 
Although some of the examples 
addressed are sickening. Mr. Wolfe 
failed to mention that some of the 
experiments he cited occurred 
many years ago and no longer take 
place. He also neglected to present 
examples of research in which the 
animals are not maimed or tor- 
tured, but are simply required to 
learn specific responses (I.e. run a 
maze, press a bar). Animal re- 
search Is not all about Injuring 
animals, and it is certainly not an 
outlet for people who enjoy being 
cruel to animals. The instances In 
which animals are treated properly 
far outnumber those in which 
animals are mistreated, especially 
In the time since the government 
has set forth regulations for 
animal research. 
In addition. Mr. Wolfe did not 
mention any of the researcher's 
hypotheses for the experiments 
that he cited. Research has a 
purpose, and some of the current 
alms Include finding cures for 
AIDS, cancer and Alzheimer's 
disease. In addition to these, 
research allows much insight Into 
potential causes for various 
psychological disorders, like 
depression and schizophrenia. If It 
papers that a proposed experi- 
ment has no scientific purpose 
and Is simply an "opportunity" 
to torture animals, I assure you 
that the experiment would never 
take place under current 
regulations. 
There are committees that 
are set up In order to oversee 
animal research and ensure 
that animals are used only 
when other options are not 
feasible. These committees also 
see that the minimum number 
of animals necessary are used, 
make sure that the animals are 
well cared for and ensure that 
their suffering and pain is 
minimized. Perhaps a more 
effective way of protecting 
animal rights than writing a 
one-sided column would be to 
look Into serving on a committee 
such as this. 
Lastly. 1 am vegetarian who Is 
against animal testing for what I 
consider frivolous purposes 
such as cosmetics testing. 
Nonetheless, when It comes to 
the life-bettering and llfesavtng 
purposes that motivate most 
scientific animal research. I 
support animal testing. I also do 
research In the Psychology 
Animal Lab on campus and feel 
that It Is Important to recognize 
that being an animal researcher 
and believing in animal rights 
are not mutually exclusive 
positions. 
Carrie M. Martin 
Senior 
Psychology 
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BAKER 
Continued from page one. 
claimed he was too intoxicated to 
know what he was doing. 
"[The investigators) dangled 
the excuse of being drunk in 
front of him like a carrot," 
Cimerman explained to the court. 
"But why didn't he take it? Be- 
cause he was too drunk to even 
do that." 
After prosecuting attorney 
Gary Bishop's rebuttle to 
Cimerman's statement. Judge 
Williamson told the court he and 
the other two judges were going 
into deliberation. At about 6 p.m., 
it was announced that the judges 
had yet to reach a verdict and 
would continue their deliberation 
at 8:30 a.m. today. 
The Baker Trial:  Day 4 
On Trill: Craig M. Baker 
The Charge: Aggravated murder, felonious assault, aggravated 
burglary 
Thursday's Proceedings: 
The prosecution and defense gave closing arguments. Part of 
the prosecution's argument included a replay of the 911 tape and 
the defense pleaded that their client didn't intend to kill anyone. 
Expected today: 
A verdict is expected to be announced sometime today. 
Graphic design featured 
God may already be the 
next $11 million winner 
The Associated Press 
TAMPA, Fla - American Fam- 
ily Publishers found God In Sum- 
ter County. And He may be very, 
very rich. 
A sweepstakes notice arrived 
at the Bushnell Assembly of God 
earlier this month announcing 
God, of Bushnell, Fla., was a fina- 
list for the $11 million top prize. 
"I always thought he lived here 
but I didn't actually know," said 
KEMP  
Continued from page one. 
to get together." 
According to Gill, the dinner Is 
one of only a few to Include the 
whole district. Despite having 
different counties host the event, 
Gill said the dinner is always 
held In the ballroom. As a result. 
Wood County usually has the 
largest attendance. 
The dinner is named for Abra- 
ham Lincoln, the first Republican 
president, whom Gill said repre- 
sents the ideal of the party. 
Bill Brack, pastor of the church 
about 60 miles north of Tampa. 
"Now I do. He's got a p.o. box 
herp." 
"God, we've been searching for 
you," American Family wrote in 
the letter, as first reported by the 
local weekly newspaper, the 
Sumter County Times. 
The message was centered be- 
tween two round seals requesting 
God to "come forward." 
If God were to win, the letter 
MARATHON  
Continued from page one. 
athon, will attend the mini mar- 
athon. 
The mini- marathon includes 
dancing, refreshments and 
games, she said. 
Committee members will teach 
the children how to line dance as 
well, Burke said. 
"It will be a little pre-marathon 
to get everyone excited for the 
next weekend," according to 
Burke. 
stated, "What an incredible for- 
tune there would be for God! 
Could you Imagine the looks 
you'd get from your neighbors? 
But dont just sit there, God." 
Sweepstakes officials did not 
return several telephone calls for 
comment Thursday. 
Brack said a youth pastor col- 
lected the mail that day and 










By TANYA MARKUL 
The BG News  
Graphic design students will 
be hosting the 25th annual 
Graphic Design Art Exhibition 
from Sunday through March 21 
in the Willard Wankelman Gal- 
lery. 
The exhibition Is designed to 
not only showcase the largest 
major in the fine arts school, but 
also to educate and aware the 
University and community about 
what students in the school are 
doing. 
The theme for this year's show 
is "What is Design?" and was 
chosen because of questions of 
not understanding the validity of 
graphic design, said Cathy Raidl, 
Design Club co-president. 
"There are so many concepts 
and ideas that are worked into 
design that people do not under- 
stand," said Raidl, a senior 
graphic design major. "We want 
to incorporate a show where peo- 
ple can come, look and under- 
stand what we are doing and to 
not just see surface values." 
Graphic design, being one of 
the most pervasive art forms, is 
pretty much the basis for every- 
thing, Raidl said. 
"Design organizes our lives, 
communicates to us and makes 
things beautiful," she said. 
"Everything we do is relative 
in society," Traci Cwalinski, jun- 
ior Design Club secretary, said. 
The art show is also to be seen 
as a positive path for future 
graphic design students. 
"We want to leave a trail for 
future design students to come 
and actually do something," said 
Jennifer Stucker, Design Club 
vice president. "It allows stu- 
dents to present their art In the 
way they want it presented." 
The art show also gives stu- 
dents opportunities outside of the 
classroom, Raidl said. 
"This brings students a lot fur- 
ther than what they are learning 
In the classroom," she said. "It 
gives students an opportunity 
and we even put together a port- 
folio piece at the end for each 
student to have." 
Michael Paulus, Design Club 
co-president, said this is a big 
step for the program. 
"With this show, we are actual- 
ly establishing what we are doing 
CLEVELAND - A judge plans 
to  conduct   discussions  before 
deciding on a hearing regarding 
the validity of new evidence that 
could vindicate the late Dr. Sam 
Sheppard in the 1954 beating 
death of his wife, Marilyn. 
Terry Gilbert, a lawyer repre- 
senting the couple's son, Sam 
Reese Sheppard, said Wednesday 
that Cuyahoga County Common 
Pleas Judge Ron Suster will con- 
duct a telephone conference call 
March 10 to discuss a possible 
hearing date. 
Speaker focuses on lack of diversity 
Artist discusses 
present, past of 
raising awareness 
ByDARLAWARNOCK 
The BG News  
In order to diversify culture, 
one needs to make it apparent 
where the changes are neces- 
sary. 
Coco Fusco, an International 
performance artist, always 
wanted to make that difference. 
She explained a little about her 
past and present performance 
work in the area of cultural fu- 
sion Thursday in the first event 
of the Provost's Lecture Series. 
As a Cuban-American growing 
up in New York, Fusco said she 
faced her share of challenges. 
She graduated from Brown Uni- 
versity with a degree in semio- 
tics, but not without experienc- 
ing her share of adversity. 
"I had a negative experience 
early on about what it meant to 
be the stereotype of the exotic 
woman of color," Fusco said. 
'There was no real attempt to 
diversify the curriculum." 
But she wasn't about to let a 
"conservative" university be- 
come a reflection of her. 
When Brown University de- 
cided to hire in a series of 
speakers to that effect, she 
formed somewhat of a coalition 
against it. That was the begin- 
ning of performance protests put 
on by Fusco. 
"It was a watershed moment in 
my undergradual development," 
Fusco said. "This enables me to 
deal with certain types of issues 
that Interest me." 
By using the performances to 
express her perceptions, she ex- 
plained that her voice was able to 
be heard louder. 
Fusco showed the audience 
video clips and slides of some of 
the performances she has put on. 
One performance involved the 
use of a cage to view how culture 
and stereotypes influenced peo- 
"I had a negative experience early on about 
what it meant to be the stereotype of the 
exotic woman of color. There was no real 
attempt to diversify the curriculum." 
Coco Fusco 
international performance artist 
pie. 
She explained the cage per- 
formance was not anticipated to 
take the effect it did on people. 
The scene was deliberatly set up 
in order to show that it was not 
realistic, however some people 
still believed it to be serious. 
"I thought the artificiality 
would be brought across," Fusco 
said. "There was no relationship, 
but people still tried to find out." 
Funding for the performances, 
according to Fusco, comes out of 
her pocket from the money she 
makes from being on the road. 
Her work focuses on multicul- 
tural stereotypes and the types of 
perspectives they bring in. She 
said she wants to give people a 
different viewpoint. 
"It seemed performance made 
those more apparent," Fusco 
said. "I know I can't control com- 
pletely how people think or con- 
trol them. I don't have that much 
control." 
Charles Middleton, University 
provost and vice president for 
academic affairs, said he thought 
the lecture series was a benefical 
interaction for the campus com- 
munity. 
"This is a great opportunity for 
us to begin discussion about 
these topics," Middleton said. 
"This is what the University 
ought to be doing." 
and hopefully, the program will 
open the eyes of even the more 
respected people on campus," he 
said. 
"The small group of students 
who put this together were dedi- 
cated and motivated enough to 
design a show because they have 
such a passion for the work they 
do," Raidl said. "We are working 
here at school so we can have a 
career In something we love to do 
and cannot do that without the 
support and help from the Uni- 
versity and administration. 
"We have a whole school of 
creative people to use to their 
advantage, not only design stu- 
dents." 
The art exhibited is from de- 
sign students which have been 
chosen to be in the exhibit by the 
instructors, Raidl said. There is 
usually an outside juror that 
comes in and chooses works for 
awards. 
The show runs in conjunction 
with the Undergraduate Fine 
Arts Exhibition in the Dorothy 
Uber Bryan Gallery. 
Exhibits, open from 2 p.m. to 4 
p.m. from Sunday through March 
21, are free and open to the pub- 
lic. 
to be discussed 
A member of the judge's staff 
said lawyers in the case agreed 
Wednesday to participate in the 
call. 
Gilbert said he hopes the dis- 
cussion will result in setting "a 
timetable for where we're going 
with it." 
Sam Reese Sheppard, 49, of 
Oakland, Calif., wants DNA test 
results of crime scene evidence 
accepted by the court as evi- 
dence  to  support  his  father's 
claim that an intruder in the 
Sheppard home committed the 
crime. 
At stake is his effort to vin- 
dicate his late father through a 
civil petition. If that occurs, he 
can ask for an Ohio Court of 
Claims award of $25,000 for each 
of the 10 years the elder Shep- 
pard was in prison, plus un- 
determined economic losses. 
Sheppard was convicted in 
1954. 
Fast food sees start 
of new McPrice wars 
McDonald's 
stock falls 
in wake of 
announcement 
The Associated Press  
CHICAGO - The prospect of 
price cuts at McDonald's put 
Wall Street in the mood to sell, 
not buy. 
McDonald's stock fell $1.12 
1/2 cents by midafternoon to- 
day to $43.75 a share after 
plunging $2.37 1/2 or about 5 
percent Wednesday. Analysts 
cited concerns about the ef- 
fect of a price war on profits. 
McDonald's Corp. plans to 
lower prices for some of its 
large sandwiches, including 
the Big Mac, to just 55 cents 
with the purchase of a drink 
and    fries,    franchisees 
revealed Wednesday. 
The move takes aim at com- 
petitors such as Wendy's In- 
ternational and Burger King, 
which have been aggressive 
with promotions and pricing. 
Burger King and Wendy's 
said they don't plan to slash 
prices, but they may be forced 
to do so to stay competitive, 
said analyst Allan Hickok at 
Piper Jaffray in Minneapolis. 
"If 55 cents ends up being 
the price point that sticks, 
then I can guarantee you the 
other fast-feeders will have an 
item at 55 cents," Hickok said. 
"Otherwise, they will see a lot 
of their customers in competi- 
tors' parking lots." 
"We can do better with ideas 
other than costly discounting 
of food," Gonzales said. 
"McDonald's Is getting like 
department stores and having 
sales every other week." 
w 
Men's Basketball Regular Season Finale 
vs. Central Michigan • Saturday at 1:30PM 
Pick up tickets ot Memoriol Holl Ticket Office 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
(Too many to list) 
Large assortment of 
Houses, Duplexes, 
and Apartments .      ^ 
ii""lllilllillliillilll' 
Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete 
details and speak with our friendly staff! 
354-2260 
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco Bell) IOUAI    MOCUIHC 
I Hvrtwejttn* CMtnt \rfc CW\r<rh.rM\f\C 
At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feel 
strongly about the quality of education we provide 
to our 600 students and their preparedness for 
satisfying careers. 
As our 3.000 alumni know, we can provide 
you with an educational experience featuring: 
• SS years of expertise developing a well-rounded, 
rigorous educational program integrating the basic and 
clinical sciences, diagnosis. X-ray. chiropractic therapeu- 
tics, wellness care and practice management; 
• Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and experience; 
• 11:1 student-to-faculty ratio, individual faculty attention, 
easy access to educational resources; 
• Clinical internships in 10* Minnesota community clinics 
and five College public clinics; 
• Extensive interdisciplinary clinical learning opportunities; 
• A research center known internationally and dedicated to 
advancing chiropractic science and the profession; 
• final term, full-time private practice internships globally; 
• A beautiful 25-acre campus featuring leading-edge class- 
rooms, science and methods labs, and clinic facilities; 
• Career Services Office to assist graduates in job 
placement 
• New state-of-the-art library to support education and 
research. 
For a personal visit or more detailed information, 
call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at 
1-800-888-4777. 
JW   Committed to CUmcol [icetlence and Preparedness for Proftu*orwt Success 
■E   Northwestern College of Chiropractic ■ 2501 West 84th Street • Minneapolis. Minnesota 55431 
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The Associated Press  
NEW YORK - How strange 
were this year's Grammys? 
Whitney Houston did not win an 
award. Her mother did. 
The 39th annual awards hon- 
ored a wild and weird cross- 
section of winners, with artists 
from Beck to Babyface to the 
Beatles collecting multiple 
awards - 10 performers in all 
walking off with at least two 
Grammys. 
If that wasn't enough, self- 
described "tone-deaf" Hillary 
Rodham Clinton collected her 
first Grammy, too. 
Unlike past years, when one 
artist or song emerged from the 
scores of nominees, the first- 
ever Madison Square Garden 
festivities were all over the mu- 
sical map. The closest thing to a 
consensus was the unlikely col- 
laboration between Eric Clapton 
and Babyface, the No. 1 hit 
"Change The World." 
The British guitar god and the 
smooth R&B producer captured 
three Grammys apiece - includ- 
ing one they shared for the re- 
cord of the year, "Change the 
World." Clapton performed it, 
while Kenneth "Babyface" Ed- 
monds produced it. 
The wistful tune, featured in 
the John Travolta movie "Phen- 
omenon," also earned Clapton 
best male pop vocal, was cited as 
song of the year, and helped Ba- 
byface - who earned a record- 
tying 12 nominations - gain the 
best producer award. 
The pair each won awards in 
their usual fields, too. Babyface 
was cited for writing the best 
R&B song, "Exhale (Snoop 
Snoop)." Clapton captured best 
rock instrumental as part of an 
all-star tribute to his late pal 
Stevie Ray Vaughan. 
Singer Jewel arrives at Wednesday night's Grammy Award ceremony. 
Several winners were as 
stunned by their victories as 
most music critics. LeAnn 
Rimes, the 14-year-old Patsy 
Cline sound-alike who won for 
best new artist and best female 
country vocal, said she expected 
pop group No Doubt to capture 
the first of those awards. 
Her plans to celebrate? "I'm 
going to go out to dinner, but I 
guess that's about all I can do," 
said   Rimes,  who  got   a  little 
weepy when accepting her 
Grammy. 
Toni Braxton, another double 
winner, expected Celine Dion to 
walk off with the best female pop 
vocal performance. Dion, the 
Canadian chanteuse, had to be 
satisfied with a pair of presti- 
gious awards: album of the year 
and best pop album for "Falling 
Into You." 
"Everybody, thank you, thank 
you. This is a surprise," sput- 
tered Braxton, who regained her 
"My dog ate it" stopped working 
somewhere around seventh grade. 
_j   You're no longer prepar- 
"♦II   ing yourself for the real 
^^"   world. You're there. 
Because higher education can be quite 
excuses. Kinko's can 
help out with com- 
puter workstations, 
digital color output, copying or any of 
a» frnt, »a» nfctt Maftllu. 
it-wt ant tto aynlan a/ fhaia 
assignments done a 
liale easier, for more in- 
formation, visit our Web 
sue at hnp//www kuikoscom or call 
demanding, with little room for     ourother services that can make getting       1-H00-2-KINKOS. 
—        10% off products and services 
Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive 10% off 
regularly-priced Kinko's products and services. 
A 10* *K0«it n WftuHl on til rrfubrtr >nc«l OUt arofccO mi unkH. mat pMaai aMaaaia. *4 vHao- 
contotncMf. OnV « Mrtrt to OM canaaa aar rats**. Canton awt ttc pnwflM at tim at avchaat mt % AM NMri0J 
Mow aflan oi Aacewti. Offcjf NM at tat of ojthM only ana* ajy not bt AD^fflMl^lMpPiHi 
Valid at KMa'i loan) Gntn IKJDM o~y Coaaon ntf ■»•» pronaMM' by la. Ho caah rate OnV ataM B/JI/97. 
115 Railroad Street, Bowting Green 
354-3977 
(text to rairood tracts, behind The Shed) 
kinko's 
The new way to office: 
OPtN it,  HOURS.   ' DAYS A   WftK 
Tk* Aaa.cl.ted Prtaa 
composure and offered some 
specific thanks during her turn 
as a presenter. 
Bruce Springsteen, who won 
for contemporary folk album 
after a riveting performance of 
"The Ghost of Tom Joad," sum- 
med up the 1997 awards process 
this way: "I guess ... if you sing 
the song, you get the award." 
Bucking the trend were three- 
time winners the Beatles, whose 
Grammy haul for the previous 33 
years was four. They won the 
night's first award, best pop per- 
formance by a duo or group with 
vocal for their reunion work on 
John Lennon's leftover track, 
"Free As a Bird." 
They later added awards for 
their video anthology and their 
"Free As a Bird" video. 
The other multiple winners 
were rappers The Fugees, coun- 
try star Vince Gill and rocker 
Sheryl Crow. Crow, winner for 
best rock album and best female 
rock vocal performance, attrac- 
ted almost as much attention for 
a sheer, black dress. 
1997 Grammy Award Winners 
RECORD OF THE YEAR - "Change the World," Eric Clapton. 
ALBUM OF THE YEAR - "Falling Into You," Celine Dion. 
SONG OF THE YEAR - "Change the World," Gordon Ken- 
nedy, Wayne Kirkpatrlck and Tommy Sims. 
MALE POP VOCAL PERFORMANCE - "Change the World," 
Eric Clapton. 
FEMALE POP VOCAL PERFORMANCE - "Un-break My 
Heart," Toni Braxton. 
NEW ARTIST - LeAnn Rimes. 
POP PERFORMANCE BY A DUO OR GROUP -- "Free as a 
Bird," The Beatles. 
POP COLLABORATION WITH VOCALS - "When I Fall in 
Love," Natalie Cole and Nat King Cole. 
POP INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE FOR AN ORCHES- 
TRA, GROUP OR SOLOIST - "The Sinister Minister," Bela 
Fleck and the Flecktones. 
POP ALBUM - "Falling Into You," Celine Dion. 
TRADITIONAL POP VOCAL PERFORMANCE FOR SOLOS, 
DUOS OR GROUPS - "Here's to the Ladies," Tony Bennett. 
PRODUCER OF THE YEAR - Babyface. 
MALE ROCK VOCAL PERFORMANCE - "Where It's At," 
Beck. 
FEMALE ROCK VOCAL PERFORMANCE - "If It Makes You 
Happy," Sheryl Crow. 
ROCK PERFORMANCE BY A DUO OR GROUP -- "So Much To 
Say," Dave Matthews Band. 
METAL PERFORMANCE - "Tire Me," Rage Against the 
Machine, Rob Zombie and Alice Cooper. 
HARD ROCK PERFORMANCE - "Bullet With Butterfly 
Wings," The Smashing Pumpkins. 
ROCK INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE - "SRV Shuffle," 
Jimmie Vaughan, Eric Clapton, Bonnie Raitt, Robert Cray, B.B. 
King, Buddy Guy, Dr. John and Art Neville. 
ROCK SONG - "Give Me One Reason," Tracy Chapman. 
ROCK ALBUM - "Sheryl Crow," Sheryl Crow. 
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC PERFORMANCE - "Odelay," Beck. 
FEMALE R&B PERFORMANCE - "You're Makin' Me High," 
Toni Braxton. 
MALE R&B VOCAL PERFORMANCE - "Your Secret Love," 
Luther Vandross. 
R&B PERFORMANCE BY A DUO OR GROUP - "Killing Me 
Softly With His Song," Fugees. 
R&B SONG -- "Exhale (Shoop Shoop)," Babyface. 
R&B ALBUM - "Words," The Tony Rich Project. 
RAP ALBUM - "The Score," Fugees. 
RAP SOLO PERFORMANCE - "Hey Lover," LL Cool J. 
RAP PERFORMANCE BY A DUO OR GROUP - "Tha Cross- 
roads," Bone Thugs-N-Harmony. 
COUNTRY ALBUM -- "The Road to Ensenada," Lyle Lovett. 
FEMALE COUNTRY VOCAL PERFORMANCE - "Blue," 
LeAnn Rimes. 
MALE COUNTRY VOCAL PERFORMANCE -- "Worlds 
Apart," Vince Gill. 
COUNTRY PERFORMANCE BY A DUO OR GROUP - "My 
Maria," Brooks and Dunn. 
COUNTRY COLLABORATION - "High Lonesome Sound," 
Vince Gill featuring Alison Krauss and Union Station. 
COUNTRY INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE - "Jam Man," 
Chet Atkins. 
COUNTRY SONG - "Blue" BUI Mack. 
BLUEGRASS ALBUM -- "True Life Blues: The Songs of Bill 
Monroe." 
NEW AGE ALBUM - "The Memory Of Trees," Enya. 
CONTEMPORARY JAZZ PERFORMANCE ALBUM - "High 
Life," Wayne Shorter. 
JAZZ VOCAL PERFORMANCE -- "New Moon Daughter," Cas- 
sandra Wilson. 
JAZZ  INSTRUMENTAL SOLO  --  "Cabin  Fever,"  Michael 
Brecker. 
JAZZ INSTRUMENTAL, INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP - "Tales 
From the Hudson," Michael Brecker. 
LARGE JAZZ ENSEMBLE - "Live at Manchester Craftsmen's 
Guild," Count Basie Orchestra. 
LATIN JAZZ PERFORMANCE - "Portraits of Cuba," Paquito 
d'Rivera. 
ROCK GOSPEL ALBUM - "Jesus Freak," DC Talk. 
POP/CONTEMPORARY GOSPEL ALBUM - "Tribute: The 
Songs of Andrae Crouch," Various Artists. 
ISigma Kappa Would Like to Present its 1997 Officers: 
Executive Council 
President: Michelle Dewitt     <• 
Executive VP: Debbie Webster 
VP of Pledge Education: Julianne Patterson 
VP of Membership: Maria Delia Vail*    'V\ J 
VP of Scholarship: April Henry p k 
VP of Alumnae Relations:  Heather Heartland 
Recording Secretary: Kristen Pengelly 
Treasurer Jordan Duffle 
Senior Panhellenlc Delegate-. Amanda Mack 
*4fr     Cabinet 
Continuing Membership: Patty Jackson 
Philanthropy: Amanda Stengel 
Foundations: Angle Cridley 
Internal Relations: Jen Meeker 
Public Relations: Amy Black 
Corresponding Secretary: Krista Faulkner 
House Manager Kris Balasubramanian 
Assistant Treasurer   Katie Naymik 
Junior Panhellenic Delegate: Sheila Siabo 
Ritual: Lindsay Brooke 
Parent Relations: Cretchen Strauss 
Intramurals:  Sharee Miller 
Social: Julie Meteyer 
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BG can earn a share of MAC crown Saturday 
Falcons can end 14 
years' frustration 
By SCOTT BROWN 
The BC News ® MEN'S BASKETBALL 
The agony can end Saturday. 
Bowling Green, without a Mid- 
American Conference title since 
1983, can end 14 years of frustra- 
tion with a win tomorrow against 
Central Michigan. 
A victory gives the Falcons a 
share of the MAC crown. BG, at 
20-8 overall and 12-5 in confer- 
ence play, is tied with Ohio and 
Miami atop the conference head- 
ing into the final weekend. 
The Bobcats visit Western 
Michigan while Miami is at Ak- 
ron on Saturday, meaning a BG 
victory could even lead to an out- 
right title and a No. 1 seed in the 
conference tournament if both 
teams lose. 
The MAC Tournament kicks 
off Tuesday night with quarter- 
final round games at campus 
sites across the conference. BG 
will host an undetermined oppo- 
nent, having been assured of fin- 
ishing no worse than third In the 
conference. 
"I don't know who we'll play or 
whatever, but I know we've got 
one home game and then we play 
twice on a neutral site," senior 
guard Jay Larranaga said. 
Should all three teams at the 
top win - as is expected - Ohio 
wins any tiebreaker due to its 
sweep of Eastern Michigan this 
season. The Eagles are assured 
the fourth seed in the tournament 
and will host a quarterfinal round 
game along with the top three 
teams on Tuesday. 
If BG and Miami win, the tie- 
breaker between the two comes 
down to a coin flip because the 
teams have had identical records 
this season, having split with each 
other and each losing at Central 
Michigan, at Eastern Michigan, 
at Ball State and at Ohio. 
"Nothing's changed," BG 
coach Jim Larranaga said. "If 
anything, it's just created more 
excitement. Now there are three 
teams vying for the conference 
and we're one of them. 
"That's exciting. If I had asked 
you in December that on March 1 
we'd be playing for the confer- 
ence championship, wouldn't you 
be excited? We were picked fifth 
in the preseason poll. We've ex- 
ceeded everybody's expecta- 
tions, except maybe our own." 
The  Falcons  suffered  a  dis- 
What 
■ Falcon men's basketball vs. 
Central Michigan 
When: 
■ Saturday, 1:30 p.m. 
Where: 
■ Anderson Arena, Bowling Green 
Radio: 
■ WBGU-FM (88.1) 
appointing loss at Ohio Wednes- 
day night, leading most of the 
way before a gut-wrenching 
overtime loss. BG lost the oppor- 
tunity to control their own desti- 
ny In terms of claiming an out- 
right title and the No. 1 seed. 
BG has to be on the lookout for 
more gut-wrenching Saturday 
with CMU Invading. Despite the 
fact the Chippewas are the only 
team In the MAC eliminated from 
tournament consideration, they 
came up with a surprising win at 
Kent on Wednesday - their first 
road win of the season. 
Nate Huffman, a 7-foot senior 
center, had 24 points and 18 re- 
bounds in the CMU win. 
"Central has two of the best In- 
side players In the conference," 
coach Larranaga said. "Nate 
Huffman causes problems for 
everybody and Charles Macon 
had a great game against us this 
season. 
"We certainly don't want Cen- 
tral to come in here and outplay 
us." 
The Chippewas dealt BG a loss 
in Mt. Pleasant on Jan. 4 - a lorn 
that the Falcons have come to re- 
gret considering CMU's last- 
place standing. 
"We know how good their big 
players are," Jay Larranaga said. 
"They had good games against 
us, but I think we are a much 
different team now than we were 
then." 
The last regular season home 
game will also be a chance for 
the Falcons to recognize their 
three seniors: Larranaga, An- 
tonio Daniels and Koen Rou- 
whorst. Rouwhorst, a center, will 
start In place of Kirk Cowan. 
"We just have to realize that 
this is a really huge game," Lar- 
ranaga said. "We hope that our 
crowd will be like it's been, very 
enthusiastic and supportive." 
BC Ntw« Plw« Wy OH| Mimnkr 
Forward Dayon Ninkovic handles the ball against Kent. The forward averages 4.5 points per game and 
2.4 rebounds per gmae. 
BG records in 
past 45 years 
Most Wins: 21 (82-83) 
1996-97:20 
Most Points: 2329 (90-91) 
1996-97:2291 
3-Pointers  Attempted:  401 
(94-95) 
1996-97:499 
3-Polnters   Made:    145 
(94-95) 
1996-97:171 
Most Assists: 498 (90-91) 
1996-97:453 
Tickets for Tuesday's game still available 
Tickets for the MAC Tournament quarterfinal at Anderson 
Arena Tuesday night are still on sale at the ticket office inside 
Memorial Hall. 
Student tickets are $2 with a valid University ID. General ad- 
mission and reserved tickets are also still available. 
BG will play an as-yet undetermined opponent at either 7 p.m. 
or 8 p.m., depending on if the women's basketball team hosts a 
quarterfinal round game. The women's game would be played at 
6 p.m. 
There is not a pick-up policy for Saturday's Central Michigan 
game, although students wishing to get a good seat are urged to 
arrive early. 
Past winners 
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Tilt at Central important for BG 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BC News  
Fran Voll, the winningest 
coach In Bowling Green women's 
basketball history, will be wait- 
ing for Jacl Clark when she 
brings her Falcons to Central 
Michigan tomorrow. 
Forgive Clark If she has better 
things to worry about than a pu- 
pil-teacher matchup. 
Bowling Green (14-11, 11-6 
Mid-American Conference) con- 
cludes the regular season 
tomorrow with a clash against 
the resurgent Chippewas (10-15, 
6-11 MAC) in Mt. Pleasant, Mich. 
A win would guarantee the Fal- 
cons home court for a MAC 
Tournament quarterfinal Tues- 
day night 
A Falcon win coupled with a 
Ball State loss to Toledo would 
give Bowling Green the third 
seed for the tournament. This is 
important because the Falcons 
would then not meet the league- 
BC Nm MM* ky Aa? Vu HOT 
Falcon guard Sara Puthoff now leads the nation in free-throw shooting 
percentage. The junior has hit her last 30 attempts and 47 of her last 
48. 
leading Rockets, the only team to 
sweep Bowling Green this 
season, until the MAC champion- 
ship game. 
A month ago, this looked like a 
guaranteed Falcon victory. In his 
first season at Central, Voll 
struggled to break his team into 
the win column. The Chippewas 
lost their first nine conference 
games, including a 59-50 loss at 
Bowling Green Jan. 4. 
But Central has rolled through 
the MAC In the second half of the 
year, winning six of their last 
eight, including upsets of Toledo 
and second-place Kent. Only 
Miami and Ball State has been 
able to derail the Chippewa ex- 
press. 
However, Central has been less 
than stellar at home. Only two of 
their MAC victories. Including 
Wednesday night's one-point 
defeat of Kent, have been at Rose 
Arena. 
At the heart of the Central re- 
surgence has been senior for- 
ward Tracy Renken. The 6-foot 
Renken leads the Chippewas In 
scoring and rebounding, ranking 
seventh In the MAC with 16 
points and 6.6 rebounds per 
game. 
However, In MAC games only, 
Renken Is second only to Toledo's 
Kim Knuth with a 19.4 scoring 
clip. 
The Falcons and Chippewas 
have almost been a mirror image 
of each other over the second 
half of the MAC season. As good 
as Central has been over the past 
month. Bowling Green has been 
better. 
The Falcons own the MAC's 
What: 
■ Falcon women's basketball at 
Central Michigan 
When: 
■ Saturday, 2 p.m. 
Where: 
■ Rose Arena, Mt. Pleasant, Mich. 
Radio: 
■ WFOB-AM(1430) 
best second-half mark at 7-1, the 
lone loss coming to Toledo last 
Saturday at Savage Hall. Clark, 
who served as an assistant under 
Voll at Bowling Green from 
1986-1991, is staking a claim for 
MAC Coach of the Year. 
The Insertion of freshmen 
Sherry Kahle and Jaymee Wap- 
pes and sophomore Jack! Rater- 
man into the starting lineup a 
month ago served as a sparkplug 
for the Bowling Green hot streak, 
as the Falcons won six in a row 
thereafter. 
But lately It's been junior 
guard Sara Puthoff who has ig- 
nited Bowling Green. The 
preseason All-MAC has backed 
up that honor by climbing to 
fourth place in the conference 
scoring charts with 16.6 points 
per game. 
She has almost doubled that in 
her last two outings, springing 
for a career-high 32 in the loss at 
Toledo and 30 more in Wednes- 
day night's defeat of Ohio. 
Puthoff also has ascended to 
the top of the nation In another 
category - free-throw percent- 
age. The Falcons' career leader 
in that category is draining foul 
shots at a 91 percent clip. In con- 
ference games, Puthoff la can- 
ning 95 percent from the line. 
Conference season 
concludes for Falcons 
By BLAKE PARKINS 
The BG News  
It's hard to believe that it's 
finally here. The final week of 
Central Collegiate Hockey As- 
sociation competition comes 
to a close this weekend and the 
pairings for post-season com- 
petition will be decided. 
For eight Falcon seniors, it 
will be the last time they step 
on the ice in front of a spirited 
Ice Arena crowd as BG hosts 
Michigan State on Saturday. 
The seasoned veterans will be 
honored prior to puck drop. 
Dale Crombeen, Matt El- 
dred, Curtis Fry, Mike John- 
son, Todd Kelman, Kelly Per- 
rault. Bob Petrie and Brett 
Punchard will conclude a ca- 
reer of prominence that In- 
cludes four CCHA playoff ap- 
pearances and a mark of 
65-46-9. 
The two points at stake may 
not be as significant as how 
the team compensates for the 
voids left by Falcons on the In- 
jured list. Last week, forwards 
Adam Edlnger and Dave 
Faulkner missed games with 
Miami and Ohio State, along 
with defenseman Kelly Per- 
rault. It will not be decided un- 
til game day If Faulkner and 
Perrault will see action 
against the Spartans. 
Falcon point-leader Curtis 
Fry also ended up leaving the 
OSU game in the second 
period with a sprained knee. 
With the CCHA playoffs only a 
What 
■ Falcon hockey vs. Michigan 
State 
When: 
■ Saturday, 7 p.m. 
Where: 
■ BGSU   Ice  Arena,  Bowling 
Green 
Radio: 
■ WBGU-FM (88.1) 
week away, BG head man 
Buddy Powers can ill afford to 
risk additional injuries to his 
premier player. "We cant risk 
playing him If he's 75 per- 
cent," Powers said. "We have 
to rest him for next week." 
Freshman defenseman Mike 
Jones will also miss the game 
for a stick swinging incident 
at Ohio State last week as the 
teams headed to the locker 
rooms. 
Powers said that he was 
pleased with the team's effort 
last week despite the short 
bench, but says that the team 
needs to better adjust to the 
changing conditions of the 
game. 
"Our effort was good for 
both games," Powers said. 
"Mentally we didn't react to 
their forecheck." 
The Falcons will need to ad- 
just to a Spartan team that la 
either explosive or sluggish 
Unfortunately for BG, the 
Spartans have been nothing 
but explosive In the two pre- 
• See HOCKEY, page six. 
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"TOAST" 
Feb.28 
to be held at Olscamp Hall 
ited Tickets-Buy Early-Must 
Tickets now on sale 
at Trotters 
$5 advance--$7 door 







*Buy 1 lorgc Pizza at 
Regular Price 
Gal tad Pizza 
far *3.33 
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5-lt and 10% of 
your order will bo 
denatad. 
ftCGuinn scnsoN FINAIC 
BG vs. Michigan Stole 
Saturday Night al 7:00 






424 Frazee Avenue 
& 
451 Frazee Avenue 
3 large bedrooms, 
air conditioning, dish 
washers, microwaves 
& fireplaces. 
Next to Columbia Courts 
224 E. Wooster 352-0717 
Tennis team 
back in action 
this weekend 
By RYAN JOHNSON 
The BG News  
After a much-deserved 
weekend off, the Bowling 
Green men's tennis team 
returns to action this week- 
end when they host a pair of 
dual matches. 
The Falcons (1-4) will en- 
tertain the University of 
Dayton today at the Findlay 
YMCA. On Saturday, the 
Falcons will face off with 
Kalamazoo College at then- 
other home, Laurel Hill 
Country Club in Toledo. 
Bowling Green is coming 
off of four straight losses, 
but each was against a re- 
gionally-ranked team. After 
going through perhaps the 
toughest stretch of the 
schedule, the Falcons are 
anxious to get back on the 
court and pick up some vic- 
tories. 
"This weekend isnt going 
to be easy, but it's as easy 
as it gets," senior Joel Ter- 
man said. "But we still cant 
take anything for granted." 
After tough matches 
against Purdue, Michigan 
State and Ohio State, the 
Falcons are greeting Day- 
ton and Kalamazoo with 
open arms. Friday's match 
with the Flyers presents 
little challenge to the Fal- 
cons, as UD is probably the 
weakest program BG will 
face. 
Saturday's match against 
Kalamazoo presents an In- 
teresting matchup for BG. 
The Hornets are the top- 
ranked Division III team in 
the nation and have won 
their league the last 58 
years. Kalamazoo domi- 
nates the Division III rank- 
ings with four singles 
players ranked in the top SO 
In the country. Leading the 
Hornets is Adam Norlan- 
der, who won the Division 
III singles title in October. 
While all of this sounds 
like Kalamazoo College is 
loaded with mini Pete Sam- 
prases, BG coach Jay Har- 
ris points out that Kalama- 
zoo is still a Division III 
school and is really only 
comparable to a lower-level 
MAC school. 
"If we compete well, we 
• See ACTION, page seven. 
MM* 
■ Falcon men's tennis vs. 
Dayton; Kalamazoo College 
When: 
■ Friday, 3 p.m.; Saturday, 
1:30 p.m. 
■ YMCA, Findlay; Laurel Hill 
Country Club, Toledo 
TRACK 
Men's track finishes indoor 
season at Silverston invite 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
The BG News  
Taste that stale air, the con- 
crete floor and your dry cotton 
mouth because this is the last in- 
door meet this year. Bowling 
Green will drive up north Satur- 
day to Ann Arbor, Mich, for the 
Silverston Invitational with a va- 
riety of teams competing. 
After a disappointing Mid- 
American Conference champion- 
ship meet, in which the Falcons 
finished sixth, the team will look 
to finish the season on a higher 
note. 
"It's a nice 
ending and 
good meet," 
coach Sid Sink 
said. 
Bowling 
Green will be 
without the 
services of 
their most pro- 
lific runner, 
Rah'Sheen 
Clay. Clay qualified for the USA 
Track and Field Championships 
in Georgia this weekend, and he 
will run the 200-meter dash, in 
which he is ranked 15th in the na- 
tion. 
"That's a big opportunity for 
him," Sink said. "This meet is 
just a great experience for him 
and for Bowling Green to get 
their name out, nationally." For 
the rest of the team, the motiva- 
tion for this last meet comes 
from the opportunity to go on the 
spring trip and to finish the 
season with a positive showing. 
"Some of them get psyched up 
because we have to make a de- 
cision about who goes on the 
spring trip," Sink said. 
Others, such as Adam Rose, 
will have their last chance to try 
to qualify for the NCAA's. Rose 
has thrown very well all indoor 
season long, and is ranked 30th in 
the nation. He could realistically 
go if he can throw his best shot 
put of the year. 
For Darren Braddix, it is the 
opportunity to run the 55-meter 
hurdles at Indianapolis, the site 
for the NCAA's. Braddix is run- 
ning very well and has nothing to 
lose since the season is about 
over. 
"It would be nice for him to 
qualify provisionally in the hur- 
What 





■ Ann Arbor, Mich. 
"It's a nice ending 
and good meet." 
Sid Sink 
Track Coach 
dies," Sink said. 
Some athletes are going to try 
some different events, to see 
what they can do. All the Falcons 
are eager to go on the spring trip 
to Alabama ar-d get the outdoor 
season under way. 
Many members of the team, 
including the coaches, will join 
Clay for the national meet next 
weekend to put in a good name 
for Bowling Green and put the 
finishing touches on a good in- 
door season. 
GYMNASTICS 
Falcons enter stretch run, 
begin to prepare for MAC 
By WILLIAM SANDERSON 
The BG News  
The Bowling Green gymnas- 
tics team has entered the stretch 
run of its season. The Falcons 
have three meets left to prepare 
for the Mid-American Confer- 
ence Championships. The first of 
these is tonight at Ball State. 
Although the focus of the 
season is to build towards the 
MAC Championships, the Fal- 
cons would like a win from a con- 
fidence standpoint. 
"I think it would be real good to 
have [a win] right now," coach 
Dan Connelly said. "There's no 
doubt that for the confidence of 
the team.it would be good right 
now." 
The Falcons are in fifth place 
in the six-team MAC. Bowling 
Green has a 1-3 overall record in 
dual meets, 0-3 in the MAC. The 
Falcons have an average of 188.6 
total points. 
Ball State is fourth in the con- 
ference. They have had a couple 
more meets against MAC compe- 
tition, and carry a 2-3 record. 
Last week, Ball State dropped a 
meet 194.200-191.225 to Kent. 
• See CYMNASTS, page seven. 
Newi Pk«. by HMcki KdayuM 
Christina Trieber has posted the team's only composite score this year, 
posting a score of 36.725. 
HOCKEY 
Continued from page five. 
vious encounters. 
"They're fluctuating quite a 
bit," Powers said in response to 
Ohio State's 8-3 handling of Mich- 
igan State last Sunday. 
The Spartans set to motion a 
10-game BG winless streak back 
on the first of November in an 8-2 
pounding. Michigan also edged 
BG in a 5-3 decision at the Ice 
House three weeks later. 
The  Spartans have dealt  in- 
state rival Michigan their only   Spartans, 
two losses this season as testa- 
ment to their capabilities. 
Powers said that it will take a 
concerted effort to keep MSU 
forwards away from Petrie's goal 
to have any hope of downing the 
"They've got some big fire- 
power up front we've got to con- 
trol," Powers said. "[Mike] York, 
[Mike] Watt, [Sean] Berens, 




2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished 
'May and August 1997 
lor 2 bedroom summer only 
limited available 
2 Blocks from Campus 
480 Lehman 354-3533 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 








... Get them while they last! 
224 E. Wooster       352-0717 
Falcon Hockey: Saturday at 7:00 p.m, 
Friday, February 28,1997 The BG News page seven 
■WOMEN'S TENNIS- 
Falcon netters headed to Windy City 
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM 
The BG News 
For the Bowling Green wom- 
en's tennis team at the Eastern 
Kentucky Invitational, It was 
mission accomplished. 
The Falcons traveled down to 
Richmond, Ky. two weekends ago 
and came out more match-ready, 
especially In match play, accord- 
ins to head coach Penny Dean. 
Official team scores were not 
kept, but if they were, BG would 
have finished second to Louis- 
ville, making for continued suc- 
cess in tournaments and Inviia- 
tionals. 
The Falcons' highlight of the 
match was turned In by Deidee 
Bissinger. The freshman sensa- 
tion won all three of her matches. 
"I was really pleased," Bis- 
singer said of her pefonnance. "I 
played extremely well. Every- 
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"That's the best she's played 
all year," Dean said. "She served 
and volleyed a lot Her game Is 
good for that. 
She developed 
confidence in 
that and It | 
worked." 






Schwartz,   Tif-     Milcolalewskl 
fany LaSusa and Erika Mix all 
won 2-of-3 matches, while Jenny 
Cheung and  Beth Wilson  both 
won l-of-3. 
In doubles action, the team of 
Mikolajewskl and Bissinger won 
l-of-3, while the teams of Cheuna 
and Schwartz and LaSusa and 
Weisblatt took 2-of-3. Mikolajew- 
skl and Bissinger lost a close 
third match. 
NHL Standings 
1> the «—orissss1 Prsss 
EASTERN OONreeaMCI 
ASantk Division 
W L   T   Poi 
36   17 
"On the whole, I was pleased," 
Dean  said.   "Our  doubles  still 
Bissinger's    performance 
caught Dean's eye. 
need work. The main thing was 
our   progress   toward   match 
play." 
The team travels to Chicago to 
face the University of Illinois- 
Chicago Flames on Friday and 
Northern Illinois on Saturday. 
"Overall, we played well for 
the level of competition," LaSusa 
said. "It showed us things we 
need to work on. It gave us a good 
idea on game strategies. We 
should do well In Chicago." 
The Flames are building under 
second-year coach Shannon 
Senema, a former player at 
Western Michigan. 
"They have a real good player 
at the top," Dean said. "We ha- 
ven't met in a few years." 
The Huskies, coached by Laura 
Scott, enter the Mid-American 
Conference next year. 
What 
■ Falcon women's tennis 
When: 
■ Friday and Saturday 
Where: 
■ University  of Illinois-Chicago, 
Northern Illinois University 
"We're excited to play them 
because of that," Dean said of 
NIU entering the MAC next 
season. "Our last match against 
them was seven years ago. They 
were strong then. They're proba- 
bly strong now all the way 
through." 
After the Northern Illinois 
match, the team plays the Uni- 
versity of Cincinnati at Laurel 
Hill In Toledo on March 7 before 
traveling to San Francisco over 
Spring Break. Following that, the 
team opens MAC play against the 
defending MAC champs at Ox- 
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32 20 10   74 
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WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Central Philips 
W  L   T    Pa 
37  22  4    78 
30   19   12   72 
LA. Lakers 122, Washington 107 
Cleveland 73. Chicago 70 
Minnesota at Dallas (n) 
Charlotte at Houston (n) 
Toronto at Utah (n) 
28 28 8 64 
28 30 4 60 
25 29 9 59 
23 37 2 41 
Pacific Division 
W L T Put 
Colorado 38   15   8     84 
Edmonton 29   27   7     65 
Anaheim 23   30   7     57 
Calgary 25   31   7     57 
Vancouver 27   32   2     36 
LosAngeles 22  33  8    32 
San Jose 21   33   7     49 
Thursday^ Gsmes 
Ls»f Games Not Include 
Boston 6, Tampa Bay 2 
New Jersey 4. Buffalo 1 
Detroit 4, Pittsburgh 1 
Si Louis at Florida, (n) 
Dallas at Colorado, (n) 
Phoenix at Vancouver, (n) 

































Lake Superior-x (19-12-5) 


















Bowling Green x (IS-15-4)      10 
Ohio State-x (12-22-1) 9 
Ferris Stale (11-22-2) 7 
Alaska-Fairbanks (13-20-0)     7 
Notre Dame (9-24-1) 6 
«-clinched berth in CCHA Playoffs 
y-dinched CCHA Regular season title 
Friday's Results 
Alaska-Fairbanks 6, Ferris State 4 
Michigan 8, Lake Superior 0 
Miami 3, Bowling Green 2 
Notre Dame S, Western Michigan 4 (OT) 
Saturday's Results 
Lake Superior 4, Michigan 4 (OT) 
Bowling Green 3, Ohio State 3 (OT) 
Western Michigan 6, Notre Dame 1 
Michigan State 7, Miami 3 
Ferris State 4, Alaska-Fairbanks 4 (OT) 
Sunday's Results 
Ohio State 8, Michigan State 3 
Ferris State at Alaska-Fairbanks, inc. 
Friday's Games 
Michigan State at Notre Dame 
Western Michigan at Miami 
Saturday's Games 
Michigan State at Bowling Green 
Michigan at Miami 
Western Michigan at Ohio State 
Sunday's Games 
Michigan vs. Ohio State at Expo Center 
























Continued from page six. 
"I'd say it's another one of 
those close meets, like Central 
was, where if we hit our normal 
routines, it's going to be a shoo- 
tout," Connelly said. "It just 
comes down to who hits the most 
routines. I don't think they're any 
better than we are." 
Ball State senior Sarah Mikrut 
is the MAC Gymnast of the Week. 
She recorded the first 10.00 in 
Ball State history when she won 
the vault. She also had a 9.800 on 
the bars. Bowling Green is com- 
ing off e close loss to Central 
ACTION  
Michigan. In a meet where the 
Falcons hit only IS routines, they 
came up less than two points 
short. Bowling Green was com- 
peting without junior Heather 
Ferguson, who suffered a broken 
ankle in practice. 
"I think basically our training 
has been good, and our training 
was good last week prior to the 
loss with Central," Connelly said. 
"They Just weren't able to put 
enough good routines together." 
Connelly tried a couple of new 
things in this week's practices. 
The changes were made to try to 
make It seem more like a compe- 
tition setting. 
What: 
■ Falcon gymnastics at Ball State 
When: 
■ Friday, 6:30 p.m. 
Where: 
■ Ball State University 
"We've tried to put more pres- 
sure on them by having everyone 
stop what they're doing and 
watch the person doing the rou- 
tine," Connelly said. "We've giv- 
en incentives. If everyone in a 
particular group hits their rou- 
tines, then they don't have to do 
as many routines. We're trying a 
variety of things." 
The Falcons have been work- 
ing towards preparing for the 
MAC Championships to be held 
at Central Michigan. Among 
other things, some of the gym- 
nasts are working on added diffi- 
culty to be added in time for the 
Championships. 
"Some of us have been working 
on some added difficulty," junior 
co-captain  Susan   Talbott  said. 
Bowling Green will have its 
final home meet a week from to- 
night against Western Michigan, 
and then visit Central Michigan 
for a dual meet before the MAC 
Championships on March 22. 
Continued from page six. 
should win both matches," 
Harris said. "We still have to 
work hard and make sure we 
don't leave anything open to 
chance." 
Last year the Falcons downed 
the Hornets 5-2 by winning the 
top four singles flights and 
sweeping all three doubles. With 
all of last year's participants re- 
turning, BG will be looking to 
duplicate last year's success. 
"We just need to go out and 
take care of business," Harris 
said. "I hope everyone is anxious 
to start proving to ourselves that 
we are a good team." 
While the Falcons have re- 
mained injury-free this season. 
several Falcon netters are suf- 
fering from the flu this week. 
Junior Dave Anderton may see 
limited action this weekend, ac- 
cording to Harris. 
Today's match is scheduled to 
start at 3 p.m. 
X^l Howard's ClubH \i^ 
^•M   ■    ■ Mon-SaM2-12:30am ■    ■   W^y\^- 
•J^T-V|  210 N Main       Sun 5-2:30 am 352 - 9951  \_0J 5? FRIDAY • SATURDAY 
RIZZO 
Band Starts at 10:00pm 
A  **    a.    .,  a,    a  As   W IK 
Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball 
Are you interested 
in seeing more sales on 
campus? Do you have any 
ideas for what could be sold? Then 
join the Campus Sales 
Committee for UAO. 
We meet Monday 
nights at 7 p.m. in 
the UAO workroom- 
3rd floor Union. 
Questions? Call 2-2343. 




Scallop • Clams • Shrimp • Alaskan 'Pollocks • "Baked fish 
& our special recipe Clam Chowder. Also includes complete soup 





"Hours: 11:30- 1:30pm 
rvv^s'vv^s-sOTW^s-arvvvy^fvy-arai 
MealCardAccepted4:30 - 7:00pm 











13040 BISHOP ROAD 
Time is Running Out! 
•Campus Manor 
•Rockledge 
•640 Eighth St. 
•313-317 N. Main St. 
•841 Eighth St. 
•Manville Ave. 
•825 Third St. 




113 Railroad St. 




vs. Central Michigan 





















Saturday at 1:30 
Come out and cheer Joy, 
Antonio ond Kocn on a 
Great Season! 
Come Aock the House That Boars 
Free Admission with Student ID 
page eighi The BG News Friday. February 28, 1997 






(I AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL |l 
N«itmMnngiTuMday.March4.9pm. 103BA 
Anyone n wtcomt. Com* take a stand lor 
human rights! (Mo-» into: call 372-3451  or 
•mail rstaake#bgnet Ogsu adu)  
Anantmn Frashmanl 
Ba a pan of #>• oW«t aciva 
organizaDon on campus - - 
SIC SIC 
AppJicaions art now availabta in 405 Student 
Sarvicesbmld«ng.. 
Black Anthology'97: 
Evary Good-By• Ain't Oona' 
Fnday,February 28.1007 
8 00 pm. Eva Mane St Thaatre 
Ticfcats S3 
Spaoal Parformanca 8GSU Gospai Cho* 
Go saa tna UAO Waakand Moves avary Fri- 
day A Saturday at 8 and 11 pm in CHsc 111 for 
a cnanca to win a FREE UAO Spnng Break 
Trip The drawing wilt be held March 1st 
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA 
A representative from Australearn will be on- 
campus on Mon.. March 3. Coma to a meeting 
at 2pm in Rm. 1103 Offenhauar West. Call 
2-0497 wttfi questions  
Win Prizes 
Bowling and Billiards Bonanza 
Doubles Bowling and 9-ball Tournament 
Campus Bowling and Billiards Room 
Sun   March 9. 3-6pm 
$5 - Burse/aNe 
Top 3 prizes wil win a prize 
Sign up 2/26 - 3/7 in the UAO office. 
330 Umon or the Campus Bowling and 
Billiards Room 





New New New New New 
New 
New Apartments tor Fall 1997 
1 & 2, 71 ON. Enterprise. 
Rent starts at $375/mo. + 
utilities 
Management Inc. 
New New New New New 
New 
Hillsdale Apt.. Large 
studios high vaulted 
ceilings, unique floor plans 
and carports. 12 month 
lease starts at $350. 
Management Inc, 
Huge 1 bdrms, 215 E. Poe 
Rd. Laundry on site, lots ot 
parking. Starts at $340/month 
♦elec. 
Management Inc 
Efficiency Apts., 215 E. Poe 
Rd, Starts at $230. All 
utilities included. Half the 
security deposit holds it now. 
Management Inc. 
830 Fourth St   The Willow 
House is now leasing for next 
year. 1 bdrm, gas heat, A/C, 
starting at $340/month 
For a complete list 
stop by our office, 





$5 entry per person 
Singles A Doubles Tournaments 
352 0392 
SERVICES OFFERED 
FREE CELLULAR PHONE 
100 free mlnutea 
$19 99 per month 
Call Tadek tor details 
419356-2005 
Money tor collage. We can help you obtain 
funding. Thousands of awards available to all 
students. Immediate qualification 
1-600-651-3393. 
Pregnant? 
Frae Pregnancy Tests. Confidential & Canng 
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center. 
PERSONALS 
$29 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE 
Boardwalk Beach  Retort  •   Panama  City's 
Spnng Break Headquarters Only $29 Par Per 
son'Restrictions Apply 1-800-224-4853. 
"GOOD LUCK" 
to all organizations 
going Door-to-Doc- 
tor DM this weekend 
"From the Kids* 
'KA'Phi Mu'KA'Ph. Mu-KA- 
The brothers of Kappa Alpha 
would like to thank the sisters 
of Phi Mu tor a great Date Dash 
•KA'Phi Mu-KA'Ph. Mu'KA* 
AOII AOII AOII 
HeyAOII's' ■' 
Get eiciied tor the Chapter Retreat 
Tonight at 6pm n i 
See You There) I 
AOII AOII AOII 
AOTTAOTTAOTT 
Congratulations to our officers 
of the week for the month of 
February: Kelly Berger. Jennie Seyer, 
Heather Junta, and Tina Strieker I 
Congratulations, keep up the great work. 
AOTTAOTTAOTT 
Attention BGSU 
Spectacular bookuDes '2002 (hinge to do on 
a data"2002 ways to find.attract. and keep a 
mae.' These are just a few titles we carry We 
also have instructional study guide books For 
a free catalog tend S A.S E to College Book 
Mall 3905 Stevety Ave #2. Los Angeles, CA 
90006 These books and others are onry 5.95. 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Oranta A 
scholarship* available from sponsor*1" No 
prepayments, averlll SSSCash for eol- 
legeW For Into: 1-800-243-2435  
BGSU Gospel Cnc-r Second Annual Benefit 
concert Sat. March 1. 6pm Grand Ballroom 
Coat 1 canned good Special Thanks Student 
Activities Office. Undergraduate Acnvities Or- 
ganization, Black Student Union, On/ Dock Or- 
ganization. African American Graduate Sfu- 
dent Association.  
CAMPUS POLLYEVES 
(Your PIH» Connection) 
Also Featuring Stuffed Breadsocks.Calzones. 
Pasta, Subs, Salads. Nachot. Burntoa. ft 
Great Soups Over 40 World Class Imported ft 
Domestic beers and wines Visit our dining 
com at 440 E. Court (neit to the smoke stack) 
Free Delivery 352 9636  
Dance Team 
Tnanks for letting us shake our tail 
feathers with you at the TU game 
Love. Freddie A Fneda 
OAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK' 
A student only motel. 
Break away to the hottest action In Florida 
where guy* meets girta! NEW motet on the 
ocean, rated AAA and Superior Lodging, 
beach volleyball, tree MTV. Pool ft wetbar 
open 24 hours, b.y.o.b. Frae gold card with 
check-In. Don't be left out ot this Special 
Promotion1    htlp   "www d^ylona-inn com 
CALL 1-800-682-0919. 
IMAGINE 




VISIT OUR NEW STORE 
445 E. Wooster 
(Al (he railroad tracks) 




$ 65 Transparencies 
52S Rrfge Street. 354 FAST 
FAST COMPANY 
lor 
Digital Color Copies A Output 
5Z5 Ridge Street. 354 FAST 
FAST COMPANY 
tor 
$.04 Copies. ..everyday! 








525 Ridge Street. 354 F AST 





MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15 
BEE GEE BOOK STORE 
353 2252 
FREE 3 mm. Psychic 
reading tor 'Love'Money 
'Career'Health'U* 
1 888 992 4170 v>sa/mc 
1 • 900-S62-3727 $3 89 mm 
Frieda Falcon 
Could it be  is Fneoa an Alpha Pt»? 
I guess well have 10 wait and see. 
So. Saturday head 10 the Hockey game 
tor Fneda's Anal night ol lame. 
Frieda Falcon 
OOVT FORECLOSED homee from penn.es 
onfl. 
Delinquent Tax. Repo's, REO's. Your Area. 
Ton Free (I) 800-218-9000 Eit H 2078 tor 
current listings. 
Hey everyonel Find out who Freddie A Fneda 
Falcon are tiis Saturday at the B ball game at 
t 30 and at the Hockey game at 7pm  
Hey Kay Dee's - 
Get ready 10 rock College Station 
Saturday. March 1,1997 
@ the 'Jail-N- Ban' Dale Party! 
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS 
NEEDED PICK UP AN APPLICATION. TAKE 
HOME TE ST. RULE S. AND RE TURN TO THE 
INTRAMURAL OFFICE BY MARCH 4 AT 
NOON NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED  
INTRAMURAL SOCCER OFFICIALS 
NEEDED PICK UP AN APPLICATION, TAKE 
HOME TEST (AFTER MARCH 3). AND 
RULES IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND 
RETURN TO THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE BY 
MARCH 11 AT NOON NO EXPERIENCE 
NEEDED MUST ATTEND MANDATORY 
TRAINNG CLINICS. 
KA-DG'KA'DG'KA 
The brothers ol Kappa Alpha would 
like to thank the sisiers ol 
Delta Gamma lor breakfast and 
cartoons on Saturday morning 
KA'DG'KA'DG'KA 
K A • KA • KA 
OK gentlemen, you've asked this question all 
year long. F ind out the answer tomorrow 
Time to represent' 
KA-KA-KA 
Kappa Delta ' Fneda' Kappa Delta 
Don't miss the B-ball game tomorrow 
al 1:30 pm. There you'll lind whet, 
one ol your sisters I am. 
AOT. Fneda 
Fneda" KO • Falcon 
Players   needed   rot   Club    Baseball   call 
3725852 
RUSH PHI MU 
RUSH PHI MU 
RUSH PHI MU 
SlgEp 
Celebrity in the house coming soon... 
SlgEp 
WANTED 
BGSU professor looking tor long term eft 
oency - 1 bdrm apt. unfum. but well main 
tained Prelerably in private house or over ga 
rage in Quiet neighborhood Can 372-2118. 
Guitar Player, into Jell Beck, looking lor bass 
player A drummer lo iam Call Chris 639 36?3 
Help me I need to go home* Sublease ASAP 3 
bdrm   house   w/2   other   females    Wa 
sher/dryer $175 per/mo Ask tor Deb or Jane- 
lie 354 3106 
One female roomate for 97 96 school year. 
Own room in house. Call 353-4122. 
Roommate Needed 
Female non smoker, washer A dryer included 
$22S/mo. including utilities 
Avalable March 2nd Call 3525412 
Scholarship Opportunity 
WBGU88 1 I M 
is seeking a new General Manager for the 
1997-98 school year. Looking tor energetic, 
creative person with leadership qualities Tils 
scholarship covers tuition and general fees. 
Turn in cover letter and resume 10 321 VVesi 
Hall 00 Gail by March torn 
Sublease my house! 2 bdrm, big yard, porch, a 
mud room, new carpel, off road parking VERY 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS Avail until Aug or later 
Call 354 8106 
Summer roommate needed. Female, own 
bdrm t197 50/mo Call 3543133 or 2 7356 
ask for Becca  
Summer Subleaser needed 
Rent Negotiable 
Call Anne 354 2183 
Summer subleaser needed. Own room. 
Call Lynn 354-1391. 
HELPWANTED 
JlOOO'a POSSIBLE READING BOOKS Par! 
Time At Home. Toll Free (1) 800-218 9000 
Eit R 2076 lor Listings 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. 
No experience required. Begm now. For info 
call 301 429 1326.  
•• BILLING ENTRY •• 
Steady work, excellent income. Flexible hours. 
Knowledge   of   Windows   helpful.   Call 
800 635 0553.  
•HHELPVVANTED-I'I 
Be a part of the fun: Dining Services is now hir- 
ing at the Amani Down Under, located m 
Commons Dming Center. Hours 6:00pm - Mid- 
night. Sunday-Thursday Pick up your applica- 
tion at the Down Under Today I 
Advertising Sales Positions 
E xpenenced preferred, not necessary 
Will trainl 
Straight Commission on Graduated Scale 
Leave name and number on Co. voice mail 
©419- 898-0044 
Assistant managers,  full  serv/car wash at- 
tendants needed Must pass math test 
Call 3528431 to apply  
Blood Drive Coordinator: Coordinate acnvi 
ties for Bowling Green State University Wood 
mobiles throughout the year Responsibilities 
include presentations tor student groups, writ- 
ten communication, development of campaign 
strategies. Musi have high school diploma and 
be a current student at BGSU Prefer previous 
commumcanons/markering experience Send 
resumes to the Student Coop Office 310 Stu- 
dent Services. 
COUNSELORS  INSTRUCTORS needed! 
100 positions' Coed summer camp. Pooono 
Mis . PA Good salarympsi (908) 689 3339 
NOW HIRING COOKS 
Apply Between 2 A 4 a! 
Campus Poilyeyes 
440 E Court 
CRUISE SHIP EMLOYMENT 
How would you like to work in exotic locations. 
meet fun people, and get paid? Call: 
206 971 3554 Ext C55441 ( We are a research 
andputnishing company)  
DO YOU HAVE A GREAT SUMMER JOB 
YET? 
Top sports camp in Maine needs caring, quali- 
fied, collegiate athletes to coach kids in Baae- 
ball, Bask si ban. Lacrosse, and Hockey. We 
also need Tennis and Swim instructors, sail, 
goll. waterski. and archery coaches If you love 
sports, kids, the outdoors, then this is the place 
for you'l June 22nd - August 22nd. For into 
www campwildwood com' or call 888 CAMP 
WILD 
DO YOU WANT TO MAKE EASY MONEY 
FOR YOUR SPRING BREAK?? Become 
your College's aalea rep for 
Egan Sports For Details call: 
1-800-408 8618 ail   0753 
EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT 
Teach basic conversational English in Prague. 
Budapest, or Krakow. Our materials uncover 
many rewarding teaching opportunities with 
great benefits For mlormaton: (208) 971-3680 
eit K55442 (We are a research A publishing 
company). 
ONE BEDROOM TWO BEDROOM 
MID AM MANOR 
NOT MANY 
APARTMENTS LEFT 
FOR NEXT YEAR!! 
•Within walking distance of 
campus 
•Air conditioning 
•2 bdrm, Furnished or 
Unfurnished 
•Gas, Heat, Water included 
with rent 
Call Now!!!! 
641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG 
POOL MANAGER wanted (or Private Club in 
Central Ohio Memorial Day - Labor Day; a 
newly renovated .acuity, proper certificate}n 
levels required FOOD A BEVERAGE SER- 
VERS Duty season opening in all areas in- 
doors and outdoors, day A evening shifts 
available BARTENDERS, you, experience 
brings opportunity all summer. Marion Country 
Club, two miles sough of Marion off State 
Route 4 6M-3<7-0074 
QTPwiii be hiring 2 3 BGSU students who are 
looking to build an eiiensrve resume', earn an 
internship, and gain valuable experience m 
Marketing. Management. Salee. and General 
Business Earn SS.000-S9.000 this summer 
working in the areas of Sylvanla, Perrysburg. 
Toledo, or Maumee Positions will be filling 
quickly. For more information about these op 
ponunities call QTP at i 800 356 5987 
Retail sales associate wanted Eip desired. 
15 to 25 hrs per wk $6 00 per hr . pleasant 
working environment Historic Grand Rapids. 
Apply at Dandy's Lane: 
24164 FrontSi 632 6425 
Sherwm Wtlkams Store. Perrysburg hiring for 
part time sales associate help. Begin at $6/hr. 
Fktnbie hours. Starting as soon as possible. 
Call 419-674-0663  
Sl/dent Painters is currently hiring hard work- 
ing, motivated individuals to fill management 
positions in select Cleveland. Columbus. 
Dayton, A Toledo suburbs, as well as owllng 
Green Coop and internship credit avail while 
earning S7.000 9.000 Manager position? are 
hHed on a first come Iv/st qualified basis For 
more info please caH 1-600-543-3793. 
Volunteer needed to walk 
our dog @ BG Manor Nursing Home. 
Call Anita #352-4004 
Wanted 87 students Lose 8 • 100 lbs New me- 
tabolism breakthrough. Dr. recommended. 
Guaranteed $30 cost. Free gift 
1-800-435-7501. 
'Fairy Tale House in Perrysburg needs 
happy .enthusiastic, dependable person to 
keep it shiny bright 14-16 hours a week, in- 
cluding summertime Work schedule adaptable 
to BGSU schedule. Please email emc 
creeg&Pgnet bgsu eduor call 372-WORK ' 
* All Most Full' 
Apia. A Rooms 
97-96 School Year 
316E   MerryA 
i 2 bedrooms 
for 14 students 
Apt - low as 450 00 a month 
Also Rooms avail, and more 
Summer Rentals 
Listing Avail 24 Hrs 
316 E   Merry «3 
Or Call 3534325 
from 9 am to 9 p.m. 
12 month leases starting May 1007: 
408    E    Court    «B-1BR    Dupiei-iper- 
son$345*Util 
600 Fifth St   ?BR Home 2person-S460.UHI 
Steve Smith 352 8917 (no calls after 6pm) 
704 5th St " 2 bdrm furnished " leasing for 
'all 97 (9 or 12 mo ) for summer only $600 " 
352 3445 between 0am A 9pm. 
Avail for rent Aug. 1.1007 
Close touniv Year lease required 
Effic apt.443N Enterprise.$250 
3 bdrm. apt 443 N Enterprise, available 
8/1/97. $550 
Call 686-4651. appointments only. 
DAG RENTALS - ONLY 3 UNITS LEFTffALL 
OF OUR UNITS ARE WITHIN 2 BLOCKS OF 
CAMPUS   NOW RENTING FOR FALL. AT- 
TRACTIVE WEIL MAINTAINED UNITS 
606 E. WOOSTER'SPACIOUS DUPLEX LO- 
CATED DIRECTLY ACROSS  FROM CAM- 
PUS  UPPER UNIT - 2 BDRM/MAX OCCUP 
4 RESERVED PARKING 
234 S. COLLEGE/ 2 BDRM HOUSE • MAX 
OCCUP4 RESERVED PARKING 
850   SCOTT   HAMILTON/   ONE   UNIT   RE- 
MAINING - EXCEPTIONALLY NICE 2 BDRM 
UNIT-AIR COND MAX OCCUP 4   LAUNDRY 
FACILITIES   ON   PREMISES    RESERVED 
PARKING 
CALL DAG RENTALS AT (419) 287 3233 AND 
ASKFOREVAORELLIE 
FOR SALE 
si Awesome Florida Spring Break' Panama 
City' Room With Kitchen Near Bars $119' Day 
lona Best Location $1391 Florida s New Hot? 
pol-Cocoa Beach Hilton $1691 spnngbreak- 
lravel.com 1 800 678 6386  
• 1 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party 
Cruisel 6 Days $279' Includes All Meals. Par- 
ties a Taxes' Great Beaches & Nightlilei 
Leaves from Ft. Lauderdale' spnngbreak- 
travel com 1 -800-678-6366  
01 Awesome Cancun a Jamaica Spnng Break 
Speoalsl 7 MghB Air * Hotel From $4291 Save 
$150 On Food. Drinks A Free Parties1 111% 
Lowest Price Guarantee' springbreak- 
travel com 1 800-678 6386  
Bicycle • ladies Schwinn 10 sod Call 
353 1135 
For sale. 1964 Buck LaSabre. 135.000 mi 
Runs great, no rust. Has an m -dash 
CO player Asking $1600/negotiable 
Cat Phil 352-5643 
FOR SALE: FULL SIZE REFRIDGERA 
TOR/KEG COOLER - TAP 6 TANK INCL. 
$150 00 OR MAKE OFFE R 354-0091; LEAVE 
MESSAGE  
FOR SALE: UAO SPRING BREAK TRIP TO 
PANAMA CITY Includes Transportation. 7 
night stay at holiday inn on Oceanfront $200 
OBO Call Jackie al 353 3164  
Macintosh LC III 4-160 A Stylewnler 2 printer 
Call 419-420-0013. $750. 
Sanyo  AM/FM cassette   35x4. dtch lace 
$150 call Mike at 372-6238  
FOR RENT 
2 bdrm. apt All utilities paid 
Close to campus $4507mo 
Call 352 5475 
For Rent 
1 bedroom Apt. 
All utilities paid 
Close to campus 
$350/month 
Available May 15th 
Call 352 5475 
ForRem 
1 or 2 bdrm apts on University Lane A 
Clough 
|Two| 1 bdrm furnished at 117 S Prospect 
2 bdrm house at 132 Ada 
2 bdrm house at 829 Fifth 
Avail. 6/1/97.1 yr lease call 352-9371 
For Rent: 1 block from campus, house: 239 
Manville. 3 bdrm. 1 bath 1 bdrm apt: 239 
l'2Manville. Call 352 9392  
Georgetown Manor Apts. 
600 Third St. 
Excellent one bdrm & two bdrm units avail lor 
97-96. Reasonable rent and dose to campus. 
Check us outi Call 352 4966  
House for Rent 233 W Merry. 4 BR. must 
have 4 unrelated tenants Avail 6/16/97. Rent 
$700 per mo collected quarterly. Tenants pay 
all util., sec. dep , parental guam.. no pen, 12 
mo. lease only. To view call tenants 353-6516. 
For more info call Arbor Ent. 354 2854 
Houses/ 1 & 2 bdrm furn. apts. year, 9 mo., 6 
summer leases 352-7454 
Must sublease 640 8ti Street., 2 bedroom 
apL Spacious living Inck). membership to spa 
A pool. Avail, now unsl Aug $425 mo plus util 
Dep rag. 1-419-278 8922  
Now accepting Rental Applications for Fall And 
Summer leases Call 354 6800 
Now Renting Rooms 
Spnng Semester 
Call 353-0325 
One 6 Two bdrm apts available. University 
Courts t University Village located at Clough 
and Mercer Call 352Q164  
SuW.as.rs   Needed   NOW'   In   Cambridge 
Commons 
2 bdrm. 2 bathroom. $450/month. Avail it Au- 
gust. Call 353-2189 
WHO IS FREDDIE? 
WHO IS FRIEDA? 
@0OLH(2 (I® 8G)@ 
fe<asBl(2$b£.Q[) gJQEDQ ®f? 
QQX3 ll)©c2llj<257 gatjixa 
to fitad ©talk 
GRAPHIC DESIGN & VCT 
MAJORS 
Cain valuable experience before you graduate! 
The BG News is currently accepting applications for 
Production Assistants. These part-time paid positions are 
available for summer or fall. 
Pick up an application at 
204 West Hall 
or for more information call 
Meg at 372-2952 
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'We had joy, we had fun, we had seasons in the sun/' -the 70's 
Metallica serves 
up a tasty 'Load' 
Tod McCloskey 
The Back Pages 
Scaling at a concert can really 
have a bearing on how the fans 
respond to the band. If you 
have seals close lo the stage, fans are 
generally more active. but if you are 
in the far back, rarely will a band 
cause enough emotion to keep Ihem 
standing throughout the concert. 
At Auburn Hills Palace, last Sunday. 
Metallica played to a sold out crowd. 
My friends and I had seats that were 
in the second to last row in the 
nosebleed section. This was one of 
conceits where nearly everyone was 
standing the entire concert. 
Metallica isn't just any band 
though. If you are lucky enough to 
see them in concert, by themselves 
(not at Lollapalooza), the experience 
is amazing. Their latest album. 
"Load," is a crossover of metal and 
mainstream pop alternative music. 
Still, the masses that follow Metallica 
come to see them for their shows. 
The stage was set up as two 
separate circular stages, with towers 
of lights all over. Six different 
microphones were strategically placed 
around the arena so everyone would 
get an equal glimpse of all the band 
members. Two different drum sets 
were placed, one on each stage, 
giving the crowd different angles on 
Lars Ulrich. the outspoken drummer. 
As the four members entered the 
arena. Ulrich. Kirk Hammet (lead 
guitarist), Jason Newsted (bass 
guitarist), and James Hetfield (guitar 
and lead vocals), the anticipating 
crowd ignited with a roar. 
To the fans delight. Metallica 
opened with an old favorite song that 
is not on any of their six albums, Last 
Caress,Green Hell." 
This unusual song is loud and heavy 
enough, that it reassured the crowd 
that Metallica is still primarily a metal 
band, at least in concert. 
Next. Metallica stayed with the old 
sound by playing "Creeping Death" 
off of their first album. "Kill'em All." 
Most of the crowd was surprised by 
this selection of music, because of all 
the hype about "Load" and here was 
Metallica playing what got them 
famous to begin with. 
"Sad But True." a popular song 
from their multi-platinum album, 
"Metallica." brought on chanting 
from the crowd. 
Once "Sad But True" ended all the 
lights went oul and it was totally 
black for about five seconds. Then, 
these heavy red lights with steam 
pulsed from the stage, as Metallica 
started playing "King Nothing." 
Afler a resounding and fast 
rendition of "Ain't My Bitch" was 
played. Metallica was all warmed up 
to really get going. 
As the lights dimmed even further, 
it seemed lhat everyone knew 
something was going lo happen. 
Four large pounding fireworks went 
off. The fans started clapping in 
rhythm. Then, the sound of a helicop- 
ter and gunfire could be heard, which 
is the miro to possibly the most 
popular Metallica song ever. "One." 
Just as I thought Metallica was 
going to start the chords, giant 10 foot 
flames all around the stage ignited 
furiously. 
Being in the second to last row. I 
could feel the heat from them, kind of 
like when you open a pre-heated 
oven. 
While the crowd quieted down. 
hundreds of lighters could be seen all 
over the arena, they looked like 
fireflies across the sky. 
Then as Ulrich played the incredible 
drum solo near the end of "One" more 
firecrackers boomed. 
With only six songs played thus far. 
it seemed like there was Metallica 
could play that would outdo their 
most fabled song. 
Then as Hetfield addressed the 
crowd, he said "Are you guys getting 
tired of all this old sh*t, well were 
going play some new for ya. This is 
called 'Devil's Dance' ." 
"Devil's Dance." seemed like a 
typical song that could be found on 
"Load." with similarities to "Ain't 
My Bitch." 
As they were playing this, Newsted 
went out around the stage and played 
just within the reach of front row 
fans. Fairly often Hammet and 
Hetfield did the same thing, as 
everyone got their money's worth. 
Skipping back to their old material. 
Metallica spent about 15 minutes 
playing the "Kill-Ride" medley. This 
compilation of the albums "Kill'em 
All" and "Ride the Lightning," 
contained pieces of certain songs 
including — "Fight Fire with Fire," 
"Ride the Lightning," "Seek and 
Destroy." "Hit the Lights" and "No 
Remorse." 
After that marathon of metal. 
Newsted came out on stage alone. 
With the spotlight beamed directly on 
him, he performed a soft solo with 
sounds of "Welcome Home 
Sanatarium" in it. His solo led into 
"Nothing Else Matters" a soft guitar 
rhythm with heavy bass. 
As the concert wore on other 
notable songs included — "Until It 
Sleeps," "Hero of the Day," "Enter 
Sandman," "Wherever I May Roam." 
"Fade to Black." "Master of Puppets" 
and "So What." 
Todd Radzimski. a BGSU student 
and big Metallica fan at Auburn Hills, 
says. "The show kicked my ass. It 
was one of the best shows I've seen in 
a long time. The crowd was so 
enthusiastic." 
Hammet destroyed one of his 
guitars during "Wherever I May 
Roam," giving some lucky fans 
momentos of the concert. 
After two encores and a great 
version of "Breadfan," the ending of 
this spectacular performance was just 
fantastic. 
One of the beams which supported 
the lights, fell down and caught on 
fire. This lead to more sparks and 
other areas on stage engulfed in 
flames. 
Two sideworkers, sitting on a 
supporting beam, fell down. One of 
which was on fire for about 10 
seconds before he was put out. The 
other fell 20 feet and hit the ground 
hard. Paramedics came on stage and 
dragged him off. 
While all of this was going on. no 
one knew if it was real or not, which 
kept everyone attentive and on their 
feet. 
Metallica came back on stage to 
finish for one last song, which 
probably means that all thai pyrotech- 
nics and stunt acting were fake. They 
played "Biltzkrieg" and then left the 
stage. 
Throughout the show the 
crowd sang along with every song. It 
seemed as though everyone was 
simply celebrating Metallica and their 
enthralling music. 
Still one of the world's biggest hands, Metallica is searching to find its identity in the changing music scene 
Who the hell is Metallica anymore ? 
Tod McCloskey 
The Back Pages 
When you think of a heavy-metal 
band, what typically do you picture 
they look like? Long sleeky hak, evil 
grins forexpreuioni or other dei il-llke 
features. 
Well, Metallica fil into thai category, 
until about June of 1996. In June. 
Metallica releaied "Load," their sixth 
LP and follow-up of their 12 million 
copies sold of "Metallica (Black)." 
Metallica jumped the barrier that 
crossed metal and pop alternative mu 
sic with their new release of "Load." 
Some people seemed angered by this 
transition from pure metal lo more 
mainslream rock.but Metallica is a very 
opinionated and sell-dependent band, 
namely they do whal they want lo do. 
"There is a percentage of people who 
think ihey own Metallica. and this is 
what Metallica is to them. And you 
know what? They've been bitchin' for 
vc.ns." Lars Ulrich. Metallica's drum- 
mer says. 
What Metallica does will be popular 
due to their incredibly large fan base. 
Metallica simply became bored with 
whal they were doing the past 10 years 
Being stagnant is one thing I don't un- 
derstand." Ulrich says. "Why don't you 
make another record like Master of 
Puppets? We already made it!" 
They had come to the crossroads 
M here, as musicans, they needed to do 
something different. "Load." brings 
post-metal feeling, as well as an pop al- 
ternative sound. 
Popular songs, such as "Hero of the 
Day." "Until li Sleeps" and "King 
Nothing." resemble similar sounds as 
that of heavy alternative bands. 
In a July 1996 issue of R & R. the 
music industry's main newspaper. 
Melallica's "Until It Sleeps" was listed 
under the alternative section, new and 
active. 
Metallica is still primarily metal, but 
the influence of playing in Lollapalooza 
and other big alternative festivals has 
affected the band. 
James Hetfield. the lead vocalist and 
guitarist, says (talking about 
Lollapalooza). "It was sure, why not? 
It's just another festival to me." 
In response to a 13-year-old boy's 
question of if Metallica was 'going' al- 
ternative. Ulrich says, "We are not go- 
ing 'anything.' this is the 15th year of 
us doing what we have always done and 
the only thing we know how to do. 
which is be Metallica." 
The problem is this. Metallica was a 
popular metal band, before the 'black' 
album came out. Once that album hit 
the mainstream big. everyone wanted 
to hear Metallica. but the idea of metal 
goes against the mainstream. 
So the industry decided to put a label 
on Metallica. and what else but if you 
can't label a band's style, just stick al- 
ternative on them. 
We keep the music true to ourselves 
and we play the music we want to play 
and we're not catering to anyone, we're 
completely doing this to satisfy our- 
selves creatively and musically," 
Hammett says. 
For Metallica that's fine, but when 
their songs start being played a million 
times on the radio, you never want to 
hear the song again. 
Metallica will never record another al- 
bum like "Master of Puppets." but 
whatever they do it is still Metallica and 
everyone will be listening.  
Oscar celebrates his independence 
Vince Giicmcri 
The Back Pages 
OK. show of hands. Who's seen a movie that's been nominated for an 
Academy Award? 
Besides "Jerry Maguirc"'.' 
I thought so. Of the five movies lhat have been nominated for an Oscar. 
"Maguire" is the only one thai has grossed more than $100 million, as well as 
the only one that was produced by a major studio (Trislar). 
The Academy Awards this year, more than any olher year in recent memory, 
are dominated by small independent films, with the more popular, and more 
profitable films that sacrifice plot and characterization for explosions and car 
chases 
Kevin Hardy, manager of Ihe Clazel Theater, which has recently switched to 
showing more art and independent films, noted the growing disparity between 
the highcst-grossin;! films and the films nominated for an Oscar, but he also 
noted the fact that many of the films arc distributed by big studios. Hardy cited 
"The English Patient" as an example. It was dislributed by Miramax, which is 
owned by Disney. 
"You need to look at the fact that the films considered art films are made by 
the studios." Hardy said. 
The Clazel has already shown "The English Patient" and "The Crucible." 
which stars Best Supporting Actress nominee Joan Allen. Hardy said in the 
future, the Clazel hopes to get "Shine" and "Sling Blade." and will get 
"Fargo." "The People vs. Larry Flynt." "Portrait of a Lady" and "Hamlet." 
He said the Clazel will nol show "Jerry Maguire." 
Hardy noted Tom Cruise, in certain performances, will jockey for an Oscar, 
citing "A Few Good Men" and "Bom on the Fourth of July" as examples. 
"He'll do a lightweight film like 'Mission Impossible.' and then he'll do 
something like 'Jerry Maguire,' " Hardy said. 
Hardy made only one prediction on the Academy Awards: he said Lauren 
Bacall, nominated for "The Mirror Has Two Faces" will win, because she's 
VV Oscar com, on pg. 11 
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CINEMA 5 lTland 
1234 N. Main SL 394-0998 
Empire Strikes Back (PG) 
4:45 7:30 10:10—FRI 
1:30 4:15 7:18 10:00—SAT 
Scream (R) 
4:35 7 00  9 30-FRI 
145 4:45 7:00 9:45—SAT 
Absolute Power (R) 
5O0 7:40 10:15—FRI 
1:15 4:30 7:30 10:10—SAT 
DantesPeak(PG-13) 
5:15 7:50 1030—FRI 
200 500 7:45 10:15—SAT 
Star Wars (PG) 
4:30 7:15 9:55—FRI 
1:00 3:45 6:45 9.30—SAT 
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Movie of the Week 
Thinner 
For mora Into call 2-7164 
Sponsored by UAO 
rmmm 
'Don Giovanni' being 
performed at Kobacker 
Brandon Wray 
The Back Pages 
T 
LET PREFERRED PROPERTIES 
OPEN THE DOOR TO YOUR 
HOUSING NEEDS 
Come see us at our open house 
on SATURDAY MARCH 1st from 10:00-2:00p.m, 
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS 
corner of 8th and High St. 
352-9378 
Chenywood Health Spa membership with every rental 
he legendary philanderer Don 
Giovanni will be making his next 
move Ihis weekend in Kobacker Hall. 
"Don Giovanni" is being performed 
by Bowling Green Opera Theatre. 
With music by Mozart and story by 
Lorenzo DaPonte. the opera is con- 
sidered one of the greatest operas 
ever. 
It's the story of Don Juaiyiccord- 
ing to Gene Dybdahl. director of 
"Don Giovanni". Don was suppos- 
edly the world's greatest lover and 
could always find female company. 
"Don Giovanni" extends the legend 
of the womanizing nobleman by pre- 
senting him as a romatic hero 
Dybdahl said that the average col- 
lege student will enjoy the show, 
which he called a comic opera, and 
will especially Ike seeing Don get 
what he deserves in the end. 
The highlight of the show for people 
is that they actually get to see a per- 
son taken into Hell when Don finally 
gets what's coming to him. 
DaPonle's own life was somewhat 
similiar to Don Giovanni's. He was 
chased out of Europe by various hus- 
bands and boyfriends because of his 
dealings with their women. When he 
arrived in Americajhe went to Colum- 
bia University and became the first 
director of Romance Languages there; 
according to Dybdahl. 
Dybdahl added that some of the 
humor in the story has been lost due 
to society's changing over the years. 
Jason Budd and Chris Meerdink 
will sing the title role of Don 
Giovanni. 
The opera is unique because the 
aria's, the songs, are still sung in Ital- 
ian and the resetisevs, the dialogue 
which develops the plot, is done in 
English. 
Emily Brown is conducting the or- 
chestra and Peter Herman is doing the 
costumes. Herman is a resident of San 
Diego who came to Bowling Green 
to help out with this show. 
Students can get tickets for "Don 
Giovanni" for $5.00 at the door. The 
show is playing at 8 p.m.Friday and 
Saturday at Kobacker Hall. 
Maryanne Madden and Christopher Meerdink in the the title role 
sing .i duet from Mozart's opera "Don Giovanni" 
THE 
NO COVER IV/ MUD COLLEGE 1.0. -51.00 AFTER ff.-00 
Congressman protests 
airing of uncut 
'Schindler's List' 
*Mijgh. WBUZ FRIDAYS 
Fab. 28 • The John Mullins Band     March 23: Tha Presidents of the United 
__^^^^^_^_^^^^^_ States ot America 
SATURDAYS 
THE MILLENIUM 
THEKER LEVEL: MUSIC FOR M MASSES 90S DANCE. DISCO. HIM 
SUBTERRANEAN LEVEL-, OJ DAVIO WILL SPINS MODERN ROCK 
SOUND FACTORY : TECHNO, HOUSE, ACID 
r*ll«l   IXI_  SUPERIOR TOLEDO 
IIVFO LIIVE: 419-243-4449 OR 444B 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON-An Oklahoma con- 
gressman said NBC took network tele- 
vision "to an all-time low, with full fron- 
tal nudity, violence and profanity" when 
it aired "Schindler's List" uncut during 
family viewing time. 
Rep. Tom Cobum, head of the Con- 
servative Family Caucus, said Tuesday 
that NBC's decision to air the Holocaust 
movie Sunday evening should outrage 
parents and "decenfminded individu- 
als everywhere." 
NBC. which estimated that 65 mil- 
lion people watched all or part of the 
three hour. Oscar-winning movie,called 
Cobum's view frightening and said it 
is proud of its telecast. 
"We think that Congressman 
Cobum's statement should send a chill 
through every intelligent and fair- 
minded person in America." Don 
Ohlmeyer. NBC West Coast President, 
told The Washington Post "This is ex- 
actly what we find frightening about the 
'helping hand' of the government in- 
terfering with television programming 
decisions. NBC is exlrememly proud of 
its presentation of this unique award- 
winning film." 
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato. R-N.Y.. said 
he was sorry a fellow Republican would 
take such a narrow perspective. 
"This should not be the view ex- 
pressed by someone who holds public 
office." said D'Amato. 
"To equate the nudity of Holocaust 
victims in the concentration camps with 
any sexual connotation is outrageous 
and offensive." D'Amato said in a 
speech on the Senate floor. "I'm par- 
ticularly embarrassed that they were 
made by a member of my own party." 
Cobum said public outrage could be 
be the only way to stop the netwoks 
from "polluting the minds of our chil- 
d r e n. 
"I cringe when I realize that there 
were all these children across the na- 
tion watching this program. They were 
exposed to the violence of multiple gun- 
shot head wounds, vile language, full 
frontal nudity and irresponsible sexual 
activity." he said 
The black and white film directed by 
Steven Spielbergwas shown virtually 
uncut and uniterupted by commercials. 
It hasaTV-M rating (mature audiences 
only). 
Before the show began, Spielberg per- 
sonally advised viewers the movie was 
not appropriate for young viewers. 
Soul Coughing 
worth the trip 
Mike Hammer 
The Back Pages 
You are going to Receda lo make love 
to a model from Ohio 
who's real name you don't know. 
- Soul Coughing,"Screenwriters 
Blues" 
I was very excited to see Soul 
Coughing for the first time and I was 
not dissapointed. To make the tripi 
earlier this week on Monday the 24th I 
secured a ride with my fellow R.A. over 
in Conklin. Michael Stipkala. 
We had to miss our staff meeting, but 
I was determined to go.   We rode with 
Inends. Melanie and Kevin, who took 
us to Ashland College to pick up the last 
member of our concert crew. Brendan. 
Well, none of us knew exactly how to 
get to Ashland, but once we reached the 
city limits we could immediately tell. 
The first store within the city limits was 
a warm, inviting convienient store with 
a sign the said BUDWEISER WEL- 
COMES HUNTERS . always a sign of 
higher education. 
After finding Brendan's room and 
eating,we were on our way to Colum- 
bus. The Newport, where d<xirs opened 
at 7. We arrived at about ten minutes 
after 8. The opening band was called 
Firewater, an interesting jazzy band 
with six members. Their band was 
made up of the singer/bassist, the 
guitarist, the drummer, a keyboardist| 
and also an electric violin player and a 
saxophone player They had a great 
jazz influenced rock sound and some 
very tight lyrics. They loosened up the 
crowd and put on a good show, getting 
everybody ready to keep moving when 
Soul Coughing hit the Mage 
Soul Coughing appeared at around 
twenty after 9 and didn't leave the Mage 
until after 11. Our concert crew had a 
bet on the opening song of the set..They 
opened up with the first track off their 
debut album RUBY VROOM , released 
in early 1994*Is Chicago. Is not 
Chicago.^None of our crew had picked 
that song, but I was the only one who 
predicted (he right album. Everybody 
else chose songs from Soul Coughing's 





The Back Pages 
I, like many other Live fans, 
having become somewhat bored 
with "Throwing Copper," have 
been anxiously watting for them 
to release another great CD, and I 
am happy to Bay that we have not 
waited in vain Their new CDj 
"Secret Samadhi,'' does not 
contain one bad song. It's a little 
darker and some BOHgS are a little 
more sexual (chei k out the video 
for "Lakini's Juice") than their last 
two CDs, but it definitely shows 
that they have grown since the 
1994 release of "Throwing Cop- 
per" 
Live has created some wonder- 
ful, powerful music on "Secret 
Samadhi;" I found myself paying 
more attention to the music than 
the lyrics, which is unusual for 
me. However, you can't ignore Ed 
Kowalczvk's lyrics for long. With 
BOngS like "Century" and "Insom- 
nia and the Hole in the Universe" 
that contains lines such as, "I can 
smell your armpits. You stole my 
idea...this puke stinks like beer," 
and "Little swami's got his bowl 
to eat. Little swami always walks 
his beat, sweet feet. Little swami's 
got his bowl to eat, and I sing the 
dirge song," respectively, you 
begin to wonder about the 
experiences Kowalczyck has been 
having over the last three years. 
In spite of, or maybe because of 
the strange lyrics, it's very difficult 
to stop listening to Live's third 
CD. If you didn't run to get this 
the day it was released, go now. 
"Secret Samadhi" is a CD you do 
not want to miss! ^% 
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'Dante': 
a disaster 
of a movie 
I 
Troy Reynolds 
The Back Pages 
® 
Lwenl to see "Dante's Peak" 
last weekend. Well, actually, I 
went to see "Absolute Power", 
but because the times for the 
film were wrong in the paper, I 
was left with either missing the 
first twenty minutes, or watching 
"Dante's Peak". This is impor- 
tant, because you need to know 
that otherwise, I never would 
have given "Dante's Peak" a 
thought. In fact. I had already 
sworn to a friend that I wouldn't 
see the film in a million years. 
I went into the movie with 
low expectations, and was 
pleasantly surprised. It was 
nothing more than I expected —a 
standard action/disaster film. 
But it was enjoyable nonethe- 
less. I've been a fan of Pierce 
Brosnan's since his days on 
"Remington Steele". and I 
expected to enjoy his perfor- 
mance, but I was unsure as to 
what the rest of the film might 
hold. I haven't cared for any- 
thing Linda Hamilton has done 
since "Beauty and the Beast" 
(no, not even the Terminators). 
So. going into the movie with 
the open mind I already alluded 
to, I met with my worst fears. 
(Spoiler Warning: I am going to 
discuss many plot developments 
of the movie. If you haven't seen 
it yet and don't want the story 
ruined for you, don't read this. 
On the other hand, it won't 
really spoil anything, because 
you know exactly what is going 
to happen five minutes into the 
show.) 
The movie opens with an 
erupting volcano, and plenty of 
destruction. Of course, it is only 
a prologue to the actual story. 
This is exactly what I thought 
the film was going to be like: 
chaos and havoc. After this brief 
Pierce Brosnan and Linda Hamilton battle volcanoes in "Dante's Peak* 
intro, however, the film calmed 
down and fell into a nice, 
comfortable pace. 
I'm not saying the film was 
anything great. It is still just a 
cookie-cutter action/disaster 
film. Every cliche disaster film 
plot device that I can think of 
was included. Brosnan loses his 
love during the initial volcanic 
eruption, and is unable to 
reconcile himself to it, until he 
meets Hamilton. Hamilton is the 
mayor of a small town recently 
voted Second Best Place to Live 
in America, Population under 
20.000. which just happens to be 
sitting at the bottom of a—until 
recently—dormant volcano. 
Brosnan calls a meeting to 
discuss putting the town on alert, 
but because a wealthy business- 
man is considering investing in 
the town, they don't want to 
scare him away. Of course, later 
on. the rich businessman and his 
pals arc killed while trying to 
escape the town in a helicopter, 
which only they can afford. 
There are several other 
things, as well: Hamilton 
chastises her son for playing in 
an abandoned mine shaft, which 
later saves their lives: a transmit- 
ter pack from NASA is conve- 
niently removed from a robot 
and left in the hotel room; 
Hamilton's mother-in-law 
refuses to leave when the 
volcano erupts —the children are 
left alone and decide to go up to 
rescue her: a dog disappears and 
is assumed dead, until he is 
discovered later and saved in the 
nick of time: and a rift between 
Hamilton and her mothei-in-law 
ends only when one of them 
sacrifices herself to save the 
others (guess which one). There 
are other things, but pick them 
out for yourself. 
Brosnan does a good job. 
and Hamilton is much better 
than she has been recently. The 
best part of this movie is not the 
plot —which is okay, but nothing 
special —but the scenes and 
special effects. This volcano is 
beautiful, and the special effects 
are wonderful. Some of the 
majestic views of the country are 
spectacular, and just wait until 
that baby erupts. 
In the end. I guess I can't 
recommend this movie —don't 
spend money on it on my 
account. But if you're going to 
see it anyway, you should like it. 
I suspect that it will be the best 
volcano movie of the year, after 
all. 
SOlll  cont. from pg. 10 
laleM rclea« IRRESISTIBLE BLISS 
The whole nighl was dominated by 
songs off RUBY VROOM. with several 
from Ihe new album thrown in and one 
brand new song. 
Unfoununately some of the concert 
goers, who probably only showed up 
because they had seen the SUPER BON 
BON   video on MTV. tried to start a 
mosh pit. Soul Coughing's sound is 
decidedly jazzy rock, like hyped up 
lounge music with a lyncal kick, you 
should never mosh to it. As soon as the 
moshers started jumping around, the 
band stopped and informed them that 
they should stop immediately and leam 
how to dance. Lead singer M. Doughty 
kept a running dialogue with the crowd. 
Not openoly discouraging crowd 
surfing, but making fun of the "punk 
rock" girl who got dropped when she 
tried to crowd surf. He also had a 
running pole on who everybody's 
favorite Spice Girl was. Doughty also 
told us his view on Ihe Spice Girls 
"You know, that don't do the singing 
thing that well, the don't do the dancing 
thing that well, and they really don't 
even look that good, bui hell they're 
number one in 30 country's God love 
"em. 
Doughly's main problem with 
the Spice Girls is probably just musical 
differences. Soul Coughing is a 
heavily jazz influenced band with 
catchy and intelligent lyrics, they also 
play their own instruments unlike some 
shitty bands mentioned above. Soul 
Coughing formed back in 1993 in New 
York city when Doughty approached the 
other members of the band stand up 
bassist Steinberg, keyboardist De Gli 
Antoni and Israeli bom drummer 
Gabay. and have been touring almost 
constantly since. The band loves to 
play on the road and have said in many 
interviews that they live for the live 
shows, and they put on a good one. # 
\ 
• What's on tap 
• this weekend 
Oscar com. from pg. 9 
never won before. 
Allen While, director of the 
University Film Studies program, is 
disappointed that "Evita" wasn't 
nominated, but said that's showbiz for 
you. 
"It's the Hollywood business that's 
running the show," While said. "The 
popular films try to make money. 
Oscar-nominated films are art." 
But why the difference between 
popular films and art? Hardy said it's 
due to some qualities that are lacking 
in popular films. 
"On the one hand, the big block- 
busters aren't written so well." Hardy 
said, citing the fact that "Indepen- 
dence Day" had plot holes big 
enough to drive a truck through. "But 
on the other, people are going." 
Compiled by Inn Reynolds 
I he Back Pages 








Gish Film Theatre: (free) 
I riday— I his 
Island Earth 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday—Born 
to Be Wild 7:30 p.m. 
Olscamp Hall, Room 111: 
(S2.00) 
Friday and 
Saturday—Thinner 8 p.m. 
and 11 p.m. 
Olscamp Hall, Room 101: 
Friday—The 




Annual Fashion Show 7:30 
p.m. 
Planetarium (Si donation 
suggested): 
Friday—Comets 
Are Coming  S p.m. 
Sunday— 




Saturday—-Don Giovanni 8 
p.m. 
Eva Marie Saint Theatre: 
Saturday— 
"Every Good-Bye Ain't 
Gone" 8 p.m. 
Union Ballroom: 
Saturday— 
Gospel Choir Concert  6-9 
p.m. 
Bryan Recital Hall (free): 
Sunday—Paul 
Makara (violin) 3 p.m. 
Men's Basketball: 
Saturday—vs. 
Central Michigan  1:30 p.m. 
Hockey: 
Saturday—vs. 
Michigan State University 7 
p.m. 
Health Care Directory 
Gg^- «■• o«>e o •* • o*s 
BGSU Center For 
Wellness & Prevention 
0> Health Education programs and services are provided on general '■" 
O wellness issues, nutrition, stress management.eating disorders. STD's/ CJ 
jf AIDS, substance abuse.and sexual offenses. Comprehensive services 
f} include an extensive healthy wellness resource library, individual- 
ized consultations and interactive presentations. AJkUmt/ 
i 
m 
*« W8&S o«. 
BGSU Women's Health Clinic 
Offers comprehensive education, medical and 
counseling services regarding: 
• contraception • physical examinations • 
pelvic exams, pap tests • sexually transmitted 
diseases • sexual assault • other women's 
health concerns 
Swing Green State University 
Women's Health Clinic 
Student Health Service 
Hours: 8am-4:30pm Mon-Fri 
372-2271 
An appointment Is requited. 
As with all your medical records. 
women's health records are confidential. 
bowUng green pregnancy center 
• (•!♦) IM-HOr* - 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS 
Information and support available 
Single Parent. Birth Parent, and Post-Abortion Support Groups 
How to's in continuing school, telling parents 
CONFIDENTIAL—WE CARE ABOUT YOU 
 P.O. Box 555    
143 E.Wooster Suite B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
EYEWEAR MEANS... 
Burlington ~ Burlington 




' SOFT DAILY & EXTENDED 
SOFT LENSES FOR ASTIGMATISM 
GAS PERMEABLE DAILY & EXTENDED 
Dr. Scolt K. Sadowski, O.D. 
■  FASHION EYEWEAR   ■  EYE EXAMINATIONS 
LARGE SELECTION OF FASHION DESIGNER FRAMES 
■  LENSES DUPLICATED ■  LENSES TINTED 
MOST INSURANCE PROGRAMS 
m 
1616 E. WOOSTFR 
352-2533 
if you would like to advertise in the 
BG Health Care Directory, 




BGSU Student Health Service 
Crowides quality, outpatient 
ealth care to all University 
students and their spouses. 
"•Accredited by AAAHC*" 
Located in the Health Center 
Building on Ridge Street. 
Appointments are encouraged to 










•X-ray A Lab tests 
•Physical Therapy 
•Women's Health Clinic 
•Center lor 
Wellness A Prevention 
Regular OHice 
Hour* 
Sam to 4:30pm 
Mon, Tue, Frl. 
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BROADCAST   STATIONS 
n Stereo) 5 rmi * oung ana me Hesfless jrJolrj a s. «s me world Turns I Guiding Light (In stereo] Oprah Wintrey « i^_                   BBSIU-^.   seal  1   1                         l:»".rMl Raymond JAG il-..StsrM   | JAG The Game of Go' Newal Late Show 
© Nt.s a Tin City Jr All My Children T One We lo Live* General Hospital I Rosie O'Donnell (R):« News I     |N*M I NewsX ABC News Entertain   iHard Copy Fam. Mat. Ooy-World Walt Disney awox News X NightlineX | Politically 
«i> Cosby Blossom It. Days ol Our Lives3 Another World » Leerailr.Sti-'tc Baywatch' Liteguardian" Mcnlcl Williams I News NBC News CopsX     [ReelTVy Soap Opera Awards (In Stereo Lrve) I Crisis Center K M-A-S'H I Tonight Show (In Stereo) 
ti> Donna Instructional Programming Sit-BeFit BillNye Creatures Wishbone Sandiego Barney Oestmos Business Nc-ws-Lehrer Wash v,k Wall St. Signature George Wotle David Frost Charlie Rose (In Stereo) |Newshour 
UD StMIMSI. Instructional BillNye Ancestors Gourmet Quilting Sesame Street S Magic Bus Sandiego Wishbone News-Lehrer Business McLaughlin Wash   Wk Wall St. Antiques Roadshow X Poldark Served      iThis Is America 
© Dating Nawlywed Copeland Truth Darkstalk OsqoisM Batman Spider-Man Beetleborg Rangers Ducks Simpsons Home Imp. |Mad-You Seinfeld 1 Home Imp. Sliders The Eiodus'S. Millennium (R) X News « Coach it Star Trek: Next Gener. Roseinne 
U> Auto Show Dinosaurs Uovia: t«'s DoctorBcorJs Cortiv' (1961,Honor) Ducks Flinlstones Mask Dragon Live at Five News Bloomberg News Bloomberg Court TV Crook & Chase Jerry Springer News Sports Paid Prog News(R) Sports 
ta Jetlersons All Family Brady         [Step-Step   jDraaon       |Ala<JoinI Batman Spider-Man Beetleborg Rangers Fresh Pr. Mr Cooper Simpsons  |MaftmX NBA Basketball Dotrcrt Pistons at Boston Celtics iLivo)               |Homelmp News News Married... StarTrt* 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM Kid* In Hall lUKman Daily Show |0r. KaU SoapX     | Whose? Saturday Night Live I Movie: • *'> "V'oungr7insfein^(l988.Cornedy| TickX Dream On  |Work.StrrT WoTsTrnMovie^T^    n3«!0rT«erJe^l54^[5>eNighi|^ Work.Stitl |Work.SliH "Itreconcil" 
ESPN Sportscantar (R| Equestrian: AGA Champ. Reno Air Show (R) Fishing: Race & Reel Billiards                              5r PGA Inside PGA Up Close Sportscenlei NR Great Sportslighl |Outside the Lines         ]Town Meeting: Sports Sportscenlei it Strongman 
HBO Mow*:       jMovIe: -Animals Are Beauttui Peopre' Movie: •»» 'Peo^Si»&»Uam»o""(19e6)I Movie: •Cn»sworids,'(!997|-PG-l3' Movie: ** "Wommie Oearesf (1981, Drama) Faye Dunaway. *PG* Movie:..1: Grump*rO««en-(1995)'PG-i3X IComedyHour Comedy Dennis M. Comedy 
sc Cavi Finasl Hour Siding U S Pro Tour. Snowboard Scoreboard Skiing       IBoardwiM More and Les Levine Hockey MAC Now Kent Thor'bred Thor'bred  |IHL Hockey. Cleveland Lumberjacks at Detroit Veers (Live)                        |More and Les Levine College Hockey 
SCIF1 Beliava lt-No( Mysteries Monsters Stones Bradbury Incredible Hulk Bionic Woman Six Million Dollar Han Twil. Zone Darkside She-Wotlol London Movie: «• "Wa.iror* K lostm 7,me"(t992. Horror) Fri. the 13th Series She-Woll ol London       | Wan-rl 2 
USA Main Dad   | Lost-Earth USAUve US Alive USA Live USA Live USA Live    [USA Live PGA Oolt Nissan Open - Second Round X Renegade (In Stereo) X Highlander: The Sf ries Movie: >• "SharWrefl Image "(1994) Bo Derek B La Femme Nikita |Rj X Movie: »   .>>.. an! rne Smote A i ' 
SATURDAY 
|12 I'M I 12:30 I 1 PM I 1:30 I 2 PM 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
MARCH 1,1997 
M an ■■rATiMf i aa ■■:B>T«H art i»ff DM ni art iff [iff .mmimfimsifvwam 
JD. Co«ege Baastetbal Louisvsle at Tulane (Live) I    |College Basketball PGA Gorl N ssan Open - Tnird Round. From Pacific Palisades. CaM. (Lrve) X News X     CBS News Fortune       Pressing Medicine Woman Early Edition lln Stereo) IWaJker, Texas Ranger «. News X      Outer Limits (In Stereo) 
College Basketball Toledo at Ball Slate (Lrve) ChaaraX  [Paid Prog   Paid Prog. |Boxing: Johnsion vs Mcndy Entertainment Tonight Dangerous Minds X Movie:. » ••Socmerano (1992) Eddie Murphy. X News X Movie: -Hoosiers-(19e6) 
S> Music Closer L'k    Paid Prog.   Paid Prog. 
Q)   Burl* Garden n Wolfs 
Michigan     Wdwnght 
Old House Workshop 
Track and Field: Indoor Gymnastics American Cup (Lrve) Telecast M'A'S-H K Cash Exp 
Hometime Wdwnght    Ketien Cucina Naturescn   Prime Austin City Limits Lawrence Welk Show 
Dark Skies (In Sir ■ecu 
Antiques Roadshow <l 
Pretender (In Stereo) I   IProtiktr |R| (In Stereo) X Empty Nesl Saturday Night Live X 
Championship Ballroom Dancing.«.  [Chenille Red Green   Red Green   Nature X 
Workshop   Grilling Gourmet      Cucina        Painting      Painting       Garden        Garden Travels        Hermitage Lawrence Welk Show Creatures Greal 1 Small flussn. Odyssey Russn. Odyssey Russn Odyssey Austin City 
Capt 'Enemy Wimn" X   Paid Prog.   Coach X.      Xena: Warrior Princess   NHL Hockey New Ycrt Rangers at Detra. Red Wmgs Qn Stereo Lw) X 
Sports        | Uovia |To Be Announced 
Hercules-Jrnys Seinfeld T   Home Imp. Figure Skat" F/X: The Series ifl) MadTViR (InSMnC   " Untouch. 
Scoreboard Entertainers (in Stereo) Movie Paid Prog.   Paid Prog. Tales-Crypt [Tales-Crypt Watches 
Movie: »«'J -Russmes~i\W) Whip Hubley. |Movie: *t "BestDeraYije"(t9e4)l>idreyMcore      |Movie:«tt VBHRS'WS&iHtckHQto. S'mpsons    Step-Step Martin X    jHome Imp. Home Imp. [Home Imp. {Sparks 3     Goode News PrivatePrt   [Movie:  Carino's Way A 
CABLE   STATIONS 
1* Movie: *t'i oacktobcW il986.Comeay) On Oeitvery [OneHight    I comedy One Night   iDreamOn   lOreamOn   lOaily Show jOaily Show jOn Delivery [OneNight    [Comedy One Night   [Dream On   [Dream On   [Comic Comic 





Movie:        [Tracey       [Movie: «»'■ 'Sfjart Saves Hs Parry" t'995)a      [Movie: t'i Tlta»mftpWgms"(1981) |Movie:*« "Tommy Boy' (1995) X Movie: *', 'B'3:kSneep"(1996)0- Movie: *t  fi*i7Pul.y"(l996),PG'i: 
College Basketball 
Secret ID.  iDracuta     ISci-Fi Buzz [Star Wan 
To Be Announced 
Movie: »': "Tales That iVrfnessWaoViess"|1973) 
College Basketball St. Louis at DePr, 
Mystery Science Theater 3000 
Comody 
Massimino   Thor'bred 
Trader 
Racing        NPSL Soccer Ccv-   ■ 3CrunchatCincinnaliSi'Verbacks (Lrve) 
Comedy Hour [Comedy »• ■ .'.IT ri    Breof .-■'" 
Tennis: ATP US Pro Indoor Semrtmai [Tennis 
Movie:*»»'j -WarcVrh*Wort»"(l953) [Movie: "It Came From Outer Space II" (1996* «       [Mystery Science Theater 3000 (P) 
MortaiK      IDragon       [Movie: -T«t« YouLrve. Heads You'reOead'0995)   [Movie: *t 'Sha(7erM/mac?e,(i994) Be Derek X    |Movie: •«'.- "TheGua-oVan"(>990. M«ror|S Lost-Earth jDuckman    [Movie:**'.   T-enpis (1990. Horror) Kevm Bacon. [Movie:** "Don't raftfoSirano»rs"(!994)3I "Grea- 
SUNDAY MARCH 2,1997 
tMjfliiEttiiina^i.»i*riMM.^i.ra^ 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
CD College Basketball SouthCaroanaalKenludty I [College Basketball Mich^anatUnos ILnrelE      PGAGoll NUsanOper -I ni Hour 
Rocket      {Danberry Real Estate    lAuto Racing: PPG CART Work! Series 
Nntl      CBS News 
College Basketball Duke at North Cat 
60 Minutes ilr Stereo) TC 
Lois & Clark-Superman 
Touched by an Angel X 
Videos Videos 
Movie: Journey ol fie mart"(1997. Drama) ] 
Movie: "Tile Apocalypse much' 11997. Suspense) 
iMcntwemn 
T»ro fl   :: 
Per Power NBA Show 
Firing Line Contrary 
NBA Basketball Los Angeles Lakers at Intuna Pacers K NBA Basketball Seattle Supe-Scrics al Ortan* Magic S. Dateline tin Stereo) K 3rd Rock Movie: ***': "The fugitive" (1993. Drama) Harnson Ford. X Used Cars Editors Paid Prog. 
American Experience Stateside Adam Sm McLaughlin [McLaughlin Nova Curse olT Rex Lawrence Welk Show Book ol Virtues Nature ;' ihStereC'.3£ Masterpiece Theatre The Final Cut- (R) X Mystery1: Insp Mom Mystery' 
ftJ3    Hometime    Workshop   Old House [Baking 
60.' 
Desserts Gourmet Quilts Sewing Lawrence Welk Show      Adam Sm.    Journal Ancestors   Creatures National Geographic Nature R Masterpiece Theatre "The Final Cut (R) X Mystery1      -   V. Mystery1 
Movie: **  Anoie"(l994)GeenaDavis Movie: ** 'The Washngron Affair" (1977. Drama) Movie: »'. "ftaftx  >> J-' ' ,1988. AoVenture) Paid Prog.   Mad-You TVsAII-TimeNo. I*»I Simpsons    King ol Hill  X-File» (R) (In Stereo) X Star Trek Voyager Jt Star Trek Neit Gener. Star Trek 
S) Auto Show  WallSI 
IMovkt TBA Coast Gu. American Gladiators it Extremists   Emergency Star Trek: Voyager 7 Could It Be a Miracle '.' FOX Sports News Jewelry 
Michigan Humane Society Petelethon (Lwe) Telethon Continues : Star Trek: Voyager X 
CABLE   STATONS 
COM 
ESPN Sportsctr. 
Ho»kl:e»»Trn»airw»l»arllwnc»»',(1984)        |One Night   | Tim Allen      Work. Sim [Work Still [Movit: ...  l/.'ecaicjf-'C'-.:'.^:cs'(i984) 
NASCAR    [Auto Racing NASCAR Winston Cup - Pontiac Excrtement 400 (Uvel S College Basketball 
Star 'rik CtcpStit-  i 
OneNight   |TimAllen 
NBA Basketball Atlanta Hawks at Detroit Pistons. (Lrve) Home Imp. 
Gelt Arufaa Acai 
Tick!       On Delivery Move. .*•  DrtyHoffenScountfrets"(1988) 
Sportscenter 
Sports Xtra 
Dr. KaU       The Critic 
Talk 
NHL Meek?', . Coyotes (Live) I 
Movie: e* "Ace Ventura kVhen A/afure Ca.'S'(1995) Movie: et1;   l'j^r:.'i?f's  |t9S5) To" Hanks R'tr  |Comedy Wrap-Up 




Movie: Movie: »•'; T-evtcri Krss' (1995) Meg Ryan. X        Movie:..'. "fe:essaryRouonness"(199l| PG -13' Mc. •-   •• Movie: "Miss Eves' Boys (1997) X 
Basketball   Massimino To Be Announced College Basketball: N C Charlotte al So. Mas Tennis ATP US Pro Indoor Championship Fnal TBA [Racing ABL Basketball Playotts. C'arc ens-r. Gsnc : Women s College BasketL.' Women's College Baskctba'l 
SCIFI Web New Edge  [CNet Sightings   ' _'._r-;. Movie: ..'.  TieBoo"(1958| Steve McQueen Mcne: '.' Came From Outer Space ir (1996) S Sightings (li Swamp       Swamp F|«h   - SMfao] X Robocop: The Series Web I'. New Edge 
USA Pacific Blue (in Steieo) Movie:.. -Qonl Ta» lo Stranoers"(l994) X Movie: .*'r "Tremors"(1990. Horror) Kevn Bacon Movie:«•' i'CrocooV* Ounflee »"(198l Claude        Claude PacihcBlue  k  '.v.-. Silk Statkmgs lln Stereo) Big Easy (In Stereo) K Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) Big Easy .1 
Home Falcon Hockey vs. Michigan State 
Saturday at 7:00PM • Students admitted FR6€ with 6GSU ID 
JCPenney 
Visit JCPenney for your 
Spring Break Needs. 
Get 2 5%°" 
any in store regular price merchandise 
with your BGSU student ID 
Choose from a variety of top name brands. 








19 and over Every Night 
Together we can 
make a difference... 
•] [•] [•] [•] [ 
mi 
RECYCLE BGSU 
BGSU Recycling Program 372-8909 






will be riding 
This service is 
financed in pan 
from operating 
assistance grant 
Irom ODOT * FTA 
I hour Ix-foiv service is uenled 
